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Abstract

The intent of the work presented in this thesis is to show that relativistic perturbations should be considered in the same manner as well known perturbations currently taken into account in planet-satellite systems. It is also the aim of this research to show that relativistic perturbations are comparable to standard perturbations in specific force magnitude and effects. This work would have been regarded as little more then a curiosity to most engineers until recent advancements in space propulsion methods – e.g. the creation of a artificial neutron stars, light sails, and continuous propulsion techniques. These cutting-edge technologies have the potential to thrust the human race into interstellar, and hopefully intergalactic, travel in the not so distant future.

The relativistic perturbations were simulated on two orbit cases: (1) a general orbit and (2) a Molniya type orbit. The simulations were completed using Matlab’s ODE45 integration scheme. The methods used to organize, execute, and analyze these simulations are explained in detail. The results of the simulations are presented in graphical and statistical form. The simulation data reveals that the specific forces that arise from the relativistic perturbations do manifest as variations in the classical orbital elements. It is also apparent from the simulated data that the specific forces do exhibit similar magnitudes and effects that materialize from commonly considered perturbations that are used in trajectory design, optimization, and maintenance.

Due to the similarities in behavior of relativistic versus non-relativistic perturbations, a case is made for the development of a fully relativistic formulation for the trajectory design and trajectory optimization problems. This new framework would afford the possibility of illuminating new more optimal solutions to the aforementioned problems that do not arise in current formulations. This type of reformulation has already showed promise when the previously unknown Space Superhighways arose as a optimal solution when classical astrodynamics was reformulated using geometric mechanics.
Chapter 1

Introduction and Background

The General Theory of Relativity (GTR) has traditionally been looked at and utilized in the realms of theoretical and mathematical physics. In fact, most engineers would not even consider the possibility that relativistic and quantum mechanics may be affecting the system that is under consideration. However, taking recent advancements made in the areas of space propulsion systems and applied physics into account, it is possible for one to ponder the possibility that one day we will have the capability to reach beyond our solar system with interstellar, and hopefully intergalactic, travel.

1.1 Motivation

The problems of space trajectory design and optimization have been included in the realm of engineering since the mid 1920s when Walter Hohmann published his work on trajectory design, *The Attainability of Heavenly Bodies*. Within this work, Hohmann suggests a minimum change in velocity, or minimum energy, solution [32]. Hohmann’s work was rooted in classical mechanics (non-relativistic) [17]. It is no surprise that the work based off of Hohmann’s original book also utilized this framework even though there have been significant advancements and a multitude of reformulations.

Trajectory optimization has its beginnings firmly rooted in the Calculus of Variations (CoV) [20]. It is therefore possible to define the fundamental problem in orbit optimization as the integral seen in Equation 1.1.

\[ I = \int_{0}^{1} f(\vec{x})d\vec{x} \]  

(1.1)

\( I \) is known as the functional. It is a function of the state variables and their deriva-
tives, which are represented by $\vec{x}$. The goal of the CoV optimization approach is to minimize $I$ by finding a set of admissible curves [20]. An example of this type of optimization in two dimensions is the *brachistochrone* — a classical problem in the CoV [27]. The true power and breadth of this optimization technique is not fully recognized until multi-parameter highly nonlinear optimization problems are considered [2].

All the work done in orbit optimization is not contained within the analytical realm of the CoV. Several advancements have also been made on numerical optimization techniques [25] as well as geometric techniques [5]. Several of these techniques are just beginning to be applied to orbit optimization. These include, but are not limited to: genetic algorithms, geometric optimal control, direct and global search methods. Each of the methods mentioned here are capable of handling searches over multi-dimensional solution spaces.

The GTR becomes more applicable to the aforementioned engineering problems as new technologies are developed that increase the distance and speed capabilities of long range spacecraft. An example of this advanced technology is Sandia National Laboratories’ *Z-machine* [33]. The Z-machine has been able to create an artificial “star” that behaves in the same manner as a black hole [3]. This result has two important implications: (1) the age of fusion power is drawing nearer, and (2) manipulation of the fabric of space-time is possible through artificial means. The technologies given rise to by either of these implications would demand that the formulation of trajectory design and optimization problems must be examined within the framework of relativistic mechanics. This research is of great importance because of the possibility of the existence of new solutions to the problems of trajectory design and trajectory optimization that do not arise in the classic Newtonian theory and may manifest themselves only in the frameworks of special or general relativity.

The idea of using non-traditional frameworks to see if new and different solutions arise is not a new one. An example of this is the discovery of the interplanetary superhighway by Lo and Ross in 1997 [21]. The method they employed was to utilize halo orbits around Lagrange points as a basis for an invariant manifold [22]. Using geometric techniques, they were able to show which of the manifolds were stable and could be used for optimal orbital maneuvers [22].

Fusion power does have the possibility of providing sufficient acceleration for a macroscopic object to near light speed, but it is regarded as a brute-force technique [24]. The idea of distorting the fabric of space-time on a local level is not a new one. Most people only associate this idea with science fiction. However, this idea is rapidly becoming science fact. Being able to create an artificial neutron star would allow for the warping of space time because of the high gravity [3]. With this in mind, it is possible to talk about applications of this technology. One such technology is the “warp drive.” The idea of this technology is that the local geometry of space-
time could be sufficiently warped to allow for an observer to travel an arbitrarily large distance in an arbitrarily short and finite time [1]. One could think that the observer is traveling at superluminal (or tachyonic) speeds. This is not true because the observer does not leave their initial light cone; therefore, the observer is still traveling below light speed in the local sense [1]. Locally distorting the fabric of space-time also implies that it may be possible to create an artificial wormhole by which spacecraft could travel through interconnected regions of space at superluminal speeds [24].

With the age of interstellar travel drawing closer, it is necessary for engineers to understand the differences between relativistic and Newtonian astrodynamics in preparation for the application of these technologies. Even though these technologies have several decades of development to go, engineers must have the same forethought that Walter Hohmann did when he published his aforementioned text more than thirty years before the launch of Earth’s first artificial satellite – Sputnik.

1.2 Gravitational Theories in General

There are two fundamental gravitational theories. They are quantum gravitational theory and classical, or non-quantum, gravitational theories. Classical gravitational theories will be sufficient to develop the ideas presented in this thesis. Classical gravitational theories can be dichotomized into two frameworks: (1) Newtonian mechanics and (2) relativistic mechanics. Within the framework of Newtonian mechanics arises what is commonly referred to Galilean relativity. Relativistic mechanics includes the formulations for special relativity, general relativity, and Post-Newtonian ideas. These formulations have lead to models that include several gravitomagnetic effects that do not arise in the Newtonian theory.

It is a common misconception among the general populous that Newtonian mechanics was proven incorrect by Einstein’s GTR; however, this is incorrect. Newtonian theory can be thought of as a low energy and low velocity approximation to the more general framework of the GTR [26]. In more succinct terms, the GTR must reduce to the Newtonian theory under the correct limit. Two fundamental principles of mechanics must be applied in order to show that the GTR does reduce to the Newtonian theory under the appropriate limit. They are: (1) the principle of equivalence, and (2) the principle of general covariance.
1.3 Non-Relativistic Theory

This section discusses the necessary background information in the non-relativistic theory that will be referenced throughout the remainder of the text.

1.3.1 Keplerian Mechanics

Johannes Kepler made several contributions to orbital mechanics throughout his lifetime. His most enduring contributions are his three laws of planetary motion. The following technical explanations of Kepler’s have been included for a matter of completeness because they are the basis by which all two-body motion is governed [32].

**Kepler’s First Law** Kepler’s first law is stated as “The orbit of each planet is an ellipse with the Sun at one focus” [32]. This law was determined through observational data. However, Kepler now had the issue of relating the planet’s position with the orbit’s geometry and time. The geometry that was used to derive this and the following laws is seen in Figure 1.1. In Figure 1.1, $\mathbb{O}$ is the origin, $P$ is the point of periapsis, $\mathbb{S}\mathbb{C}$ is the spacecraft’s position on the actual orbit, and $\mathbb{S}\mathbb{C}'$ is the spacecraft’s fictitious position on the auxiliary circle. The rest of the symbols in Figure 1.1 will be explained as they appear in the following equations. A table of symbols has been included in Appendix B has been included for the readers’ convenience.

**Kepler’s Second Law** Kepler’s second law is stated as “The line joining the planet to the Sun sweeps out equal areas in equal times” [32]. Kepler again used his observational data to determine this. Mathematically speaking, this law can be expressed by Equation 1.2.

\[
\frac{t - T}{A_1} = \frac{P}{\pi ab}, \tag{1.2}
\]

where $t$ is time, $T$ is the time at periapsis, $A_1$ (as seen in Figure 1.1) is the area swept out by the orbiting body in the prescribed time, $P$ is the orbital period, $a$ is the semi-major axis of the orbit, and $b$ is the semi-minor axis of the orbit.

Kepler was able to derive the following relationship using this law and geometric properties of ellipses. Equation 1.3 is known as Kepler’s Equation.

\[
M = E - e \sin(E) = \sqrt{\frac{\mu}{a^3}} (t - T), \tag{1.3}
\]

In Equation 1.3, $M$ is the mean anomaly and $E$ is the eccentric anomaly. The eccentric anomaly is found via the auxiliary circle seen in Figure 1.1. The mean anomaly is also an angle that is measured on the auxiliary circle; however, it is based on $t = T = 0$.
at the point of pariahsis [32]. The mean anomaly allows time, the eccentric anomaly, and the true anomaly to be related. The eccentric anomaly and true anomaly are related by Equation 1.4.

\[
\sin E = \frac{r \sin \theta}{a\sqrt{1 - e^2}} \quad \cos E = \frac{ae - r \cos \theta}{a}
\] (1.4)

The true anomaly, \( \theta \), is the measure of the angular distance from the point of pariahsis to the spacecraft’s location on the actual orbit (noted as SC) on Figure 1.1.
Kepler’s Third Law  Kepler’s third law is stated as “The square of the period of a planet is proportional to the cube of its mean distance to the Sun” [32]. This law relates the semi-major axis of the orbit to the period. This allows the mean motion of the orbit to be written as a function of \( a \). Thus (where \( n \) is mean motion),

\[
n = \sqrt{\frac{\mu}{a^3}}. \tag{1.5}
\]

Using this definition for mean motion, it is possible to write the integral expression for the mean anomaly as

\[
M = \int_{T}^{t} n \, dt = n(t - T). \tag{1.6}
\]

1.3.2 Newtonian Mechanics

Isaac Newton made several contributions to the various fields of mathematics and physics. One such contribution is what is known as Newton’s law of gravitation seen in its full form in Equation 1.7.

\[
\vec{F}_g = -\frac{G m_{\oplus} m_{\text{sat}}}{r^2} \hat{r}. \tag{1.7}
\]

This equation is used as the base model for all two-body orbital mechanics problems (i.e. satellites orbiting a central body). In order to manipulate Equation 1.7 into a form that is conducive to modeling satellite orbits, there are four assumptions that must be made and defined. They are [32]:

1. The mass of the satellite is negligible to that of the central body.
2. The coordinates chosen must be an inertial frame.
3. Both bodies in question may be modeled as a point mass.
4. Only gravitational forces are in play.

It is possible to write the kinetic EoM of the satellite using assumption 4 [32]. This is shown in Equation 1.8a. Applying assumption 2 the form seen in Equation 1.8b is achieved. The form that is needed is arrived at with one final substitution \( (\mu_{\oplus} = G m_{\oplus}) \).

\[
\vec{F}_{\text{sat}} = m_{\text{sat}} \ddot{r} = -\frac{G m_{\oplus} m_{\text{sat}}}{r^2} \hat{r} \tag{1.8a}
\]

\[
\ddot{r} = -\frac{G m_{\oplus}}{r^2} \hat{r} \tag{1.8b}
\]

\[
\ddot{r} = -\frac{\mu_{\oplus}}{r^2} \hat{r} \tag{1.8c}
\]
Equation 1.8c is known as the orbit equation and will be used to develop a state space model for numerical integration (see Section 2.1.2) [32].

1.4 Special Relativity

1.4.1 Galilean Relativity

The system that Galilean relativity is applicable to consists of two reference frames. The unprimed frame (denoted by $S$) is considered to be a true inertial frame, while the primed frame ($S'$) is moving at a constant velocity much smaller than the speed of light. The complete setup may be seen in Figure 1.2 [15].

![Figure 1.2: Geometry of the Galilean Transformation](image)

The vector equations that arise from the geometry seen in Figure 1.2 are seen in Equation Group 1.9 [15].

\[
\begin{align*}
\vec{r}' &= \vec{r} - \vec{v}t \\
\dot{\vec{r}}' &= \dot{\vec{r}} - \vec{v} \\
\ddot{\vec{r}}' &= \ddot{\vec{r}}
\end{align*}
\] (1.9)

Equation 1.9a is the expression for the position of particle $p$. Two subsequent differentiations result in the velocity expression and acceleration expression of particle $p$, Equations 1.9b and 1.9c respectively [15]. Equation 1.9c implies that the accelerations expressed in either frame should be equal. Therefore, the Galilean transformation predicts that the velocity of light should change with respect to choice of...
coordinates [15]. This result also came under scrutiny because of Einstein’s dictum that the fundamental laws of physics should appear the same to all freely moving observers [15].

This prediction was proven unequivocally false by the famous series of experiments carried out by Michelson and Morley. These experiments showed that the velocity of light remains constant in all directions with respect to any freely moving observer [15]. Therefore, it was necessary to find a set of transformations that would preserve the velocity of light in any possible reference frame [16].

### 1.4.2 The Lorentz Transformation

As mentioned in the previous section, a transformation must be found that preserves the velocity of light in any reference frame. This idea is mathematically expressed in Equation 1.10.

\[
x^2 + y^2 + z^2 - (ct)^2 = (x')^2 + (y')^2 + (z')^2 - (ct')^2
\]  

(1.10)

The transformation found to do this is known as the Lorentz transformation [16]. However, when it was originally derived it was not without its demons. It was known that Newton’s equations of motion were only invariant under the Galilean transformation, which (at this point) were being regarded as incorrect [15]. This implies the possibility that Newton’s equations of motion, as well as other fundamental laws of physics, may not be preserved under the correct Lorentz transformation [15].

These concerns were put to rest via the equivalence principle (see Section 1.5.1). When the equivalence principle is applied to this situation, it states that the Lorentz transformation must reduce to the Galilean transformation under the Newtonian limit [15]. Therefore, the Galilean transformation should be regarded as a low velocity (relative velocities much less than the speed of light) of the Lorentz transformation.

The Lorentz transformation has multiple, and widely varying, derivations. However, the result is always the same. The equations for the coordinate relationships of the Lorentz transformation may be seen in Equation Group 1.11.

\[
x' = \gamma(x + vx\tau) \\
y' = y \\
z' = z \\
t' = \gamma \left( \frac{v}{c^2} x + t \right)
\]

\(1.11a\) \hspace{1cm} \(1.11b\) \hspace{1cm} \(1.11c\) \hspace{1cm} \(1.11d\)

where \(\gamma\) is know as the Lorentz factor and \(\beta\) is known as the speed ratio. These terms
are sometimes referred to as relativistic gamma and relativistic beta. The expressions for these terms are seen in Equation Group 1.12.

\[
\beta = \frac{v}{c} \tag{1.12a}
\]

\[
\gamma = \frac{1}{\sqrt{1 - \beta^2}} \tag{1.12b}
\]

1.5 General Relativistic Theory

There are several different viewpoints, methods, theories, and techniques within relativistic mechanics. This section provides a concise overview of the background theory, notation, and terms that were used in the work being presented.

1.5.1 The Principle of Equivalence

From the work of Galileo, it is a well known and accepted fact in mechanics that gravitational acceleration is independent of an object’s mass [16]. However, this statement, and its acceptance in mechanics, is based on the idea that the measurements and theoretical analysis used to illustrate this concept were done with the notion of an inertial frame. The fundamental idea in the GTR is that all frames are relative frames with respect to any individual frame. Therefore, the idea of a “true” inertial frame is abandoned.

Einstein was able to reconcile this through the use of his famous elevator Gedankenexperimente, or thought experiment. The setup for this thought experiment may be seen in Figure 1.3. The elevators, passengers, and the masses contained in each elevator are identical. Each passenger has no way to receive or transmit information to the outside. Therefore, in this instance, each passenger, not knowing anything to the contrary, would regard their elevator as an inertial frame. The only difference between the two elevators is that the elevator in Figure 1.3b is being accelerated upward with a constant acceleration \(a\) for an arbitrarily long time. If each passenger would drop their respective masses, and took time and distance measurements, they would be able to calculate the downward acceleration of the mass. Each passenger would agree on the time it took their respective masses to reach the bottom of the elevator; therefore, they would also agree on the calculated downward acceleration of the mass, \(g\) [10].
From the results of this thought experiment, it is possible to conclude that a gravitational field acts the same on objects contained within a non-accelerated or an accelerated frame of reference. This is the principle of equivalence in its simplest form.

### 1.5.2 The Principle of General Covariance and Use of Tensors

The principle of general covariance is the idea that the fundamental laws of nature must be valid in any coordinate system \[10\]. In other words, the fundamental laws must be expressible in tensorial form. This is a necessity when working with the GTR because the geometry of space-time is four dimensional and curved; therefore, the geometry is difficult to visualize. The principle of general covariance guarantees that if an equation can be expressed tensorially it will be form-invariant with respect to choice of coordinates \[10\].

A background quantity that is an invariant must exist, and this quantity must stay invariant under coordinate transformations of the correct type in order for equations to be expressed in tensorial form \[30\]. An explicative example of this concept in Euclidean two-space is illustrated in Figure 1.4.
In Figure 1.4, the dotted vectors represent the components of vector $\vec{r}$ in the $\hat{n}$–frame and the dashed vectors represent the components in the $\hat{b}$–frame. Since both bases are orthogonal and $\vec{r}$ is embedded in Euclidean two-space, the Pythagorean theorem must hold true \cite{19}. Thus, the dot products may be performed with $\vec{r}$ expressed in either frame. The equivalent dot products are shown in Equation 1.13.

$$|\vec{r}| = r = \sqrt{\vec{r} \cdot \vec{r}} = \sqrt{\hat{n} \vec{r} \cdot \hat{n} \vec{r}} = \sqrt{\hat{b} \vec{r} \cdot \hat{b} \vec{r}} \tag{1.13}$$

It has now been shown that the invariant of $\vec{r}$ is indeed its magnitude. Now, it would seem that this is a rather inconsequential result. However, this is certainly not the case because one would have to find coordinates that could represent all possible accelerating reference frames \cite{23}. A simplified version of this problem is shown in Figure 1.5.

Each elevator and passenger system in Figure 1.5 is identical and being accelerated by the arbitrary planet’s gravitational field. It now can be seen clearly that it is impossible to pick a solitary accelerating reference frame to represent a gravitational field due to the curvature of the field \cite{23}. This is an obstruction to the principle of equivalence explained in Section 1.5.1. The principle of equivalence does hold true locally in what are called Lorentz frames \cite{23}.

The principle of general covariance becomes more important because of the aforementioned obstruction. In order to operate in any possible Lorentz frame, relationships between all of the frames must be determined. This is done with Riemannian* geometry when working with the GTR. This requires the introduction to a mathemat-

*This is also known as metric, tensor, or differential geometry.
ical entity known as a metric tensor. The metric tensor allows for the generalization of Pythagorean theorem [30], and may be thought of as a calibrated measuring stick within a space, or on a manifold, that is of interest. Cartesian coordinates will be looked at in order to facilitate this explanation.

In terms of tensor calculus, position vectors in three-space are represented as seen in Equation 1.14.

\[ x^i = (x^1, x^2, x^3) \quad \text{or} \quad u^i = (u^1, u^2, u^3) \quad (1.14) \]

In Cartesian space, the metric takes the form of the identity tensor \( \delta_{ij} \)

\[ r = \sqrt{\delta_{ij}x^ix^j} = \sqrt{\delta^{ij}x^ix^j} \quad (1.15) \]

Please note that in most engineering texts Equation 1.15 is written in the second form shown because in Euclidean spaces there is no difference between covariant (lower) indices and contravariant (upper) indices. However, this is not the case in non-Euclidean spaces (e.g. four dimensional space-time). The invariant, or preserved, quantity for Euclidean metrics is “something” squared PLUS “something” squared. In four dimensional space-time, the metric must preserve quantities that are “something” squared MINUS “something” squared [10].

\[ ^1 \text{All Latin indices will run from one to three. Greek indices will run from zero to three.} \]
The position of an object in four dimensional space-time is represented by the four-vector seen in Equation 1.16. The specific quantity that needs to be preserved is proper time $\tau$ (in relativistic units\(^\dagger\)) seen in Equation 1.17,

$$\tau^2 = t^2 - r^2$$

where $r$ is the magnitude of the three-position vector and $t$ is coordinate time. Proper time is the time that an ideal clock keeps when traveling on a four dimensional path in space-time [10]. Proper time can be thought of as an analog to arc length in three dimensional space. The twins problem can be considered to facilitate explanation. The diagram for the twins problem can be seen in Figure 1.6.

\[x^\mu = \left\{ \begin{array}{c} x^0 \\ x^1 \\ x^2 \\ x^3 \end{array} \right\} = \left\{ \begin{array}{c} t \\ x \\ y \\ z \end{array} \right\} \quad \text{(1.16)}\]

The setup for the twins problem is in two dimensional space-time (one time coordinate and one spacial coordinate). In this problem, two twins are born at the same time and place. One twin is placed on a spacecraft that travels in a straight line from the twins’ place of birth at near superluminal speeds. Meanwhile, the twin who is not on the spacecraft stays at the place of birth. Forty years into the journey, the spacecraft does a full reversal and travels back on the same line to the twins’ place of birth at the same speed [10].

The clocks at the twins’ place of birth keep coordinate time and travels directly on the $t$–axis. The twin in the spacecraft travels on the dot-dash-dot line in Figure 1.6.

\(\dagger\)The units are chosen such that the speed of light, $c$, is equal to one.
The clocks in the spacecraft tick proper time. Therefore, there is a large difference in the amount of time that each twin experiences passing. The twin left at the birth place sees time pass as experienced here on Earth. However, the twin in the spacecraft sees time pass much slower \[16\]. If the spacecraft is traveling \(0.8c\), the proper time experienced by the traveling twin is forty-eight years (the calculations may be seen in Appendix I). This effect is known as *time dilation* \[16\]. Time dilation was experimentally verified by flying an atomic clock around the earth and leaving an identical atomic clock on Earth. Once the clocks were together after the flight, the moving clock was running slower by exactly the amount that was calculated using time dilation \[10\].

Unfortunately, there is no picture that can be drawn to demonstrate this in space-time. Therefore, it must be demonstrated analytically. This can be easily done with the Minkowskian metric \(\eta_{\mu\nu}\). The Minkowskian metric is the metric of flat space-time \[10\]. It, in conjunction with Lorentz frames, is used extensively in special relativity \[23\]. The Minkowskian metric takes the component form seen in Equation 1.18\(^8\).

\[
\eta_{\mu\nu} = \begin{bmatrix}
1 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & -1 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & -1 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & -1
\end{bmatrix}
\] (1.18)

Thus, proper time can be expressed in tensorial form as seen in Equation 1.19.

\[\tau^2 = \eta_{\mu\nu}x^\mu x^\nu\] (1.19)

### 1.5.3 Spacecraft Relativistic Equations of Motion

Non-relativistic equations of motion are based on fundamental principles by which physical systems, as well as forces and perturbations acting on the system, may be modeled. Forces and physical properties of the system’s components give rise to the motion, and character of motion, of the system. In relativistic theories, much more attention is given to an object’s surroundings than in the Newtonian theory \[26\].

In the GTR there are two entities that need to be addressed. They are the matter embedded within a field, and the field itself \[12\]. These two nebulous entities manifest themselves in ways that are not distinctly defined \[13\]. The field (gravitational field to be precise) may be thought of as a background canvas which may be warped and twisted by energy.

Now the question becomes, “How is it possible to deal with a dynamic field and the matter embedded within it?” This again leads to the introduction of the metric,

\(^8\)Please note that the metric is in relativistic units – units system where \(c = 1\).
as pointed out in Section 1.5.2. In Section 1.5.2, it was noted that Equation 1.18 is the metric tensor components of flat space-time, or the space-time of special relativity. Now the curvature of space-time must be considered because gravity is regarded as a consequence of this curvature [23]. The most basic GTR metric is the metric of a non-rotating charge-free black hole – the Schwarzschild metric. This metric may be seen in Equation 1.20, where $m$ is the Schwarzschild radius [10].

$$g_{\mu\nu} = \begin{bmatrix}
(1 - \frac{2m}{r}) & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & -(1 - \frac{2m}{r})^{-1} & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & -r^2 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & -r^2\sin^2(\theta)
\end{bmatrix} \quad \text{where} \quad m = \frac{GM \bullet}{c^2} \quad (1.20)$$

In the expression for the Schwarzschild radius, $G$ is Newton’s constant and $M \bullet$ is the mass of an arbitrary planet.

The line element in this space-time can be calculated by two simple contractions of the metric tensor with the differential length element. Thus,

$$ds^2 = g_{\mu\nu}dx^\mu dx^\nu, \quad (1.21)$$

where the differential length element $dx^\mu$ is represented by the space-time 4-vector

$$dx^\mu = \begin{bmatrix}
dt \\
dr \\
d\theta \\
d\phi
\end{bmatrix}.$$

The result of these contractions is Equation 1.22, and is known as the Schwarzschild solution [10].

$$ds^2 = \left(1 - \frac{2m}{r}\right)dt^2 + \frac{1}{c^2}\left(-\left(1 - \frac{2m}{r}\right)^{-1}dr^2 - r^2d\theta^2 - r^2\sin^2(\theta)d\phi^2\right) \quad (1.22)$$

From the Schwarzschild solution, it is possible to derive a governing set of differential equations of an orbital system. The differential equations that arise from a solution to the field equations are the equations of geodesic\footnote{A geodesic is the “straightest” possible path in a given space. If one were operating in Euclidian 3-space, geodesics would be straight lines. If calculations were being done on the surface of a sphere, the geodesics would be great circles.} motion. The geodesic equations are the EoMs of the system since bodies in space-time travel along time-like geodesics [11]. The geodesic equations that determine the motion of a test particle in a Schwarzschild space-time are (adapted from [14])

\begin{center}
\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{align*}
\end{footnotesize}
\end{center}
\[0 = \frac{d}{ds} \left( 1 - \frac{2m}{r} \right) \left( \frac{dt}{ds} \right) \] (1.23a)

\[0 = \frac{d}{ds} \left[ - \frac{r^2}{c^2} \frac{d\theta}{ds} - \frac{1}{2} \left( - \frac{r^2}{c^2} 2 \sin \theta \cos \theta \right) \left( \frac{d\phi}{ds} \right)^2 \right] \] (1.23b)

\[0 = \frac{d}{ds} \left[ - \frac{r^2}{c^2} \sin^2 \theta \frac{d\phi}{ds} \right] \] (1.23c)

Since three-plus-one\(^1\) coordinates are now being used, it is necessary to derive an independent fourth equation. For this, the first integral (seen in Equation 1.24) of Equations 1.23a, 1.23b, and 1.23c are used [14].

\[1 = \left( 1 - \frac{2m}{r} \right) \left( \frac{dt}{ds} \right)^2 - \frac{1}{c^2} \left( \left( 1 - \frac{2m}{r} \right)^{-1} \left( \frac{dr}{ds} \right)^2 + r^2 \left( \frac{d\theta}{ds} \right)^2 + r^2 \sin^2(\theta) \left( \frac{d\phi}{ds} \right)^2 \right) \] (1.24)

It is possible to parameterize Equations 1.23 and 1.24 using the Classical Orbital Elements (COEs). Using the new relativist expressions for the COEs allows for the reformulation of Kepler’s Equation (Equation 1.3) [14], which may be seen in Equation 1.25 [14].

\[M_{rel} = E_{rel} - e \sin E_{rel} + 3 \epsilon (1 - e^2) E_{rel} = (t - t_o) \frac{\sqrt{mc^2(1 - e^2)}}{p^3}, \] (1.25)

where \(p\) is the usual semi-parameter seen in the Keplerian formulation. By way of Equation 1.25, it is possible to derive the expression for the relativistic Keplerian period \(P_{rel}\), shown in Equation 1.26 [14].

\[P_{rel} = \frac{2\pi p^\frac{3}{2}}{\sqrt{mc^2(1 - e^2)^3}} = \frac{2\pi a^\frac{3}{2}}{\sqrt{GM_\bullet}} \] (1.26)

However, it is important to realize that \(P_{rel}\) does reduce to the standard Keplerian period. The conclusion that can be drawn from this result is that the period can be predicted using either theory [14].

An orbit propagator can easily be made using Equations 1.25 and 1.26 for simple orbital systems. The consequences of using these equations are that the only true difference seen is in the perceived time length of travel the body moves along the

\(^1\)Three spacial coordinates and one time coordinate
orbit. The propagator is also relatively computationally expensive because of the limited functionality.

An alternate method of deriving EoMs uses field theory. Within this theory, the idea of geodesics is considered to be redundant [18]. Therefore, the EoMs may be determined purely from the field equations (Equation 1.27)

$$ G_{\mu\nu} = 0, \quad (1.27) $$

where $G_{\mu\nu}$ is the Einstein tensor [13]. A linearized metric is utilized when EoMs are being determined by way of this method. The linearized metric takes the form seen in Equation 1.28.

$$ g_{\mu\nu} = \eta_{\mu\nu} + h_{\mu\nu} \quad \text{or} \quad g^{\mu\nu} = \eta^{\mu\nu} + h^{\mu\nu}, \quad (1.28) $$

where $h_{\mu\nu}$ and $h^{\mu\nu}$ are approximating terms that are added on to the Minkowskian metric (Equation 1.18) [13].

As the reader has probably noticed by this point, the GTR can be quite complicated and cumbersome to work with. It is possible, and necessary, to make the following two simplifying assumptions [6]. They are: (1) that the central body in a satellite-planet system is the only relativistically significant body, and (2) that the influence of the relativistic forces is so slight that they may be thought of, and treated, as perturbations [6]. Applying these assumptions allows for the modeling of relativistic forces in the same manner that Newtonian gravitational forces and motion are modeled by way of a modified form of Equation 1.8c shown in Equation 1.29 [32].

$$ \ddot{r} = -\frac{\mu}{r^2} \hat{r} + \vec{a}_{pert} \quad (1.29) $$

The individual relativistic perturbing accelerations that make up $\vec{a}_{pert}$ will be outlined in detail in Chapter 2.
Chapter 2

Orbit Propagation and Perturbation

The first portion of this chapter is devoted to the discussion of orbit propagation techniques in general. This includes both analytical and numerical methods that were utilized to produce the data that will be presented in Chapter 3. The handling of perturbation terms within the numerical routines will be addressed once the basics of orbit propagation are covered. Finally, the perturbations that are being considered will be discussed.

2.1 Orbit Propagation

Orbit propagation techniques can be divided into three main categories. They are: (1) analytical methods, (2) numerical methods, and (3) semianalytical methods. Of these three solution types, analytical techniques and numerical methods were used to generate the data that will be presented in Chapter 3. The following section explains why these methods were chosen, as well as how they were implemented using MATLAB.

2.1.1 Theoretical Propagation of Equations of Motion

The analytical propagator is an amalgam of the equations introduced in Section 1.3.1. The structure and flow of the code can be seen in Figure 2.1, and the complete code may be seen in Appendix D. As is seen in Figure 2.1, the inputs are the state vectors for the satellite, the gravitational constant $\mu$, and a time “vector.” The time vector is an array of evenly spaced time increments. The propagator uses the time vector to calculate the eccentric anomaly in its overall control loop.
This propagator was used to generate baseline data because it utilizes a closed form solution. However, this propagator is limited in its usefulness. With the formulation that is being used, it is nearly impossible to include perturbation terms. Therefore, it would be a poor choice to use this propagator to generate the data that is presented in Chapter 3.

2.1.2 Numerical Integration of Equations of Motion

Even though closed form solutions have been found to the two-body problem, they are only based on the geometry of position data that was collected through observation (Section 1.3.1). In particular, the solution used to create the code, seen in Appendix D, allows for very little modification. The lack of modifiability makes it difficult to add perturbation terms and account for their effects on the geometry of the system. Therefore, it becomes a necessity to look for other modeling options.

Modeling an Ideal Planet–Satellite System  As alluded to in Section 1.3.2, Equation 1.8c must be used to develop a state space model of planet–satellite system.
This system has six states. The state variables, and their derivatives are

\[
\begin{align*}
\vec{z} &= \begin{bmatrix} x \\ y \\ z \\ \dot{x} \\ \dot{y} \\ \dot{z} \end{bmatrix} \quad \text{and} \quad \dot{\vec{z}} &= \begin{bmatrix} \dot{x} \\ \dot{y} \\ \dot{z} \\ \ddot{x} \\ \ddot{y} \\ \ddot{z} \end{bmatrix},
\end{align*}
\]

where \( \vec{z} \) is the state variable. Now that the state variable have been identified, the \( A \) matrix must be constructed such that the complete set of state equations takes the form

\[
\dot{\vec{z}} = A \vec{z}.
\]

This is accomplished by looking at Equation 1.8c \[32\]. The complete state space of the unperturbed system may be seen in Equation 2.3.

The code used to implement this model in MATLAB may be seen in Appendix E. This setup provides the flexibility for the addition of perturbing terms that are used to model relativistic effects.

MATLAB’s \texttt{ode45} routine was used to integrate this system. It was found that the tolerances on the integration error needed to be tightened through testing with standard and well known orbits. The numerical drift in the system was lowered to the range of machine precision zero\(^*\) with the increased tolerances. This is important to note since the range of the terms that are being calculated are only slightly above this point.

2.1.3 Modeling Perturbation Accelerations

There are two methods for incorporating perturbations into the equations of motion for an orbital system. They are special perturbation techniques and general perturbation techniques (which include semianalytical solutions).

\(^*\)This has a numerical value of 10\(^{-16}\) \[25\].
2.1.3.1 General Perturbation Techniques

General perturbation techniques include several different solutions. These are formulated using the Lagrange planetary equations and apply some form of variation of parameters [32]. These methods are not convenient for use with the terms that are being looked at because the perturbations that are being discussed have been formulated in terms of specific force in more recent work [6, 28]. The Lagrange planetary form of the Lense-Thirring procession term has been formulated [29]. It would be possible to formulate the rest of the perturbation terms in the form of the Lagrange planetary equations; however, this was not the intent of the work that is being presented.

2.1.3.2 Special Perturbation Techniques

These techniques, and numerical methods in general, are becoming more popular than most analytical techniques as computing power continues to grow [32]. Analytical methods in general tend to be much slower because of the intensity of the necessary calculations. Equation 1.29 is the essence of Crowell’s formulation†. From Equation 1.29, a new state space could be determined. As one should have expected, the new state space should have the same form as the state space shown in Equation 2.2. The new set of state variables, and their derivatives, are seen in Equation 2.4 [4].

\[ \vec{z} = \begin{pmatrix} x \\ y \\ z \\ \dot{x} \\ \dot{y} \\ \dot{z} \end{pmatrix} \quad \text{and} \quad \dot{\vec{z}} = \begin{pmatrix} \dot{x} \\ \dot{y} \\ \dot{z} \\ \ddot{x} - \ddot{x}_{pert} \\ \ddot{y} - \ddot{y}_{pert} \\ \ddot{z} - \ddot{z}_{pert} \end{pmatrix} \quad (2.4) \]

The matrix shown in Equation 2.3 stays the same. This fact allows Crowell’s formulation is flexible enough to use the same code with several different perturbing terms. The only requirement on the perturbing terms is that they must be expressible in terms of a vector-valued specific force function [32]. Hence, the modified state

---

†This should not be confused with Crowell’s method, which is a method of numerical integration [32].
space is shown in Equation 2.5.

\[
\begin{align*}
\begin{cases}
\dot{x} \\
\dot{y} \\
\dot{z} \\
\ddot{x} \\
\ddot{y} \\
\ddot{z}
\end{cases}
= 
\begin{cases}
0 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 \\
-\frac{\mu}{r^3} & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & -\frac{\mu}{r^3} & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & -\frac{\mu}{r^3} & 0 & 0 & 0
\end{cases}
\begin{cases}
x \\
y \\
z \\
\dot{x} \\
\dot{y} \\
\dot{z}
\end{cases}
+ 
\begin{cases}
0 \\
0 \\
0 \\
\ddot{x}_{\text{pert}} \\
\ddot{y}_{\text{pert}} \\
\ddot{z}_{\text{pert}}
\end{cases}
\end{align*}
\]

(2.5)

MATLAB’s ode45 routine was used to integrate this system. The code used to implement this state space may be seen in Appendices F and G.

2.2 Orbit Perturbation

The special perturbation technique and Crowell’s formulation were chosen to produce the numerical results shown in Chapter 3 because of the versatility that this combination provides for modeling several different perturbations in rapid succession. The form of the relativistic perturbing terms used in the numerical simulations are based on those presented in Applied Orbit Perturbation and Maintenance [6]. This section will introduce the acceleration terms that were used during the numerical simulations. How the perturbations arise and manifest in the Earth-satellite system (or for certain perturbations – the Earth-Sun-satellite system) will also be discussed. All of the perturbation terms were embedded into one MATLAB function for ease of use. This function may be seen in Appendix J.

2.2.1 Central Body Terms

As mentioned in Chapter 1, the gravitational field and the matter embedded within the field are both equally important in the GTR. However, in order to have an accurate picture of how a gravitational field emanates from a central body, there must be an acceptable model for the body itself [29]. The central body shape effects are modeled in the relativistic framework as a combination of two perturbation terms [28]. They are (1) the spherical perturbation term and (2) the relativistic oblateness term.

The spherical body perturbation term may be seen in Equation 2.6. This term is analogous to the result produced by the Schwarzschild solution because they both provide the acceleration of a test particle around a spherically symmetric central body [10, 28, 29].

\[
\vec{a}_{\text{ST}} = \frac{\mu_\oplus}{c^2 r^3} \left\{ 2(\gamma + \beta) \frac{\mu_\oplus}{r} - \gamma \left( \vec{r} \cdot \vec{\dot{r}} \right) \right\} \vec{r} + 2(1 + \gamma) \left( \vec{r} \cdot \vec{\dot{r}} \right) \vec{\dot{r}}
\]

(2.6)

23
Earth is not spherically symmetric \cite{31,32}. The shape of Earth is technically an oblate spheroid. In non-relativistic theory, the Earth’s oblateness is modeled using derivatives of the zonal harmonic functions \cite{32}. The most prominent of these is the second zonal harmonic term \cite{4}, which produces what is commonly referred to as the J$_2$-term. The final perturbation acceleration for the J$_2$-term takes the form seen in Equation 2.7 \cite{32}.

\[
\vec{a}_{J2} = -\frac{3J_2\mu R_\oplus^2}{2r^5} \left\{ \begin{array}{c} r_i \left(1 - \frac{5r_i^2}{r^2}\right) \\ r_j \left(1 - \frac{5r_j^2}{r^2}\right) \\ r_k \left(3 - \frac{5r_k^2}{r^2}\right) \end{array} \right\},
\]

(2.7)

where J$_2$ is the Earth’s oblateness factor and $R_\oplus$ is Earth’s average radius. However, this term does not take into account the relativistic effects acting on the system \cite{29}. Therefore, it is necessary for the derivation of appropriate oblateness terms that accurately describe the Earth’s shape within the relativistic theory \cite{29}. The relativistic oblateness term seen in Equation 2.8 was derived in \cite{29}.

\[
\vec{a}_{RJ2} = J_2 \frac{\mu_\oplus}{c^2r^3} \left(\frac{a_\oplus}{r}\right)^2 \left\{ \begin{array}{c} \ldots \\ 2(\gamma + \beta) \frac{\mu_\oplus}{r} \left[ x \left(2 - 9\left(\frac{\hat{z}}{r}\right)^2\right) - \frac{3}{2} \left(\frac{\hat{r} \cdot \hat{r}}{r}\right) \right] \\ y \left(2 - 9\left(\frac{\hat{z}}{r}\right)^2\right) - \frac{3}{2} \left(\frac{\hat{r} \cdot \hat{r}}{r}\right) \right\} \ldots \\ z \left(5 - 9\left(\frac{\hat{z}}{r}\right)^2\right) \right\} \ldots
\]

(2.8)

The relativistic oblateness term may be regarded as an updated version of the standard oblateness term because Equation 2.7 was the starting point to derive the necessary relativistic correction \cite{29}. This fact is evident because on comparison of the two equations, it is possible to see that the standard oblateness term is bound up within Equation 2.8.

### 2.2.2 Lense-Thirring and Rotational Energy Terms

The Lense-Thirring perturbation term is referred to as a gravitomagnetic effect and arises from angular momentum of the central body \cite{28}. This manifests itself by “dragging” a reference frame along an orbit in the direction of the central body’s rotation \cite{26}. In other words, the Lense-Thirring effect forces the orbit to precess around the central body in the direction of the central body’s rotation. Therefore, it
is no surprise that this term is more commonly known as frame dragging. The frame dragging effect may be visualized as seen in Figure 2.2b. The white arrow in Figure 2.2b shows the direction of rotation of the central body. The non-rotating space-time seen in Figure 2.2a has been added for comparison purposes. (Note: Figure 2.2 is a sketch and not drawn to scale.)

The expression that gives this perturbations contribution is seen in Equation 2.9. As is seen in Equation 2.9, the expression includes a specific angular momentum term $\vec{J}^*$ (which may be seen in Appendix C) and the Lense-Thirring parameter $L$.

$$\vec{a}_{LT} = L(1 + \gamma) \frac{\mu_\oplus}{c^2 r^3} \left[ \frac{3}{r^2} (\vec{r} \cdot \vec{J}^*) \left( \vec{r} \times \dot{\vec{r}} \right) + \left( \vec{r} \times \dot{\vec{J}^*} \right) \right]$$

(2.9)

Within the GTR framework $L$ may be taken to equal 1.0 [28]. Using this as a simplifying assumption, the classical form of the Lense-Thirring term is found if the expression in Equation 2.9 is expanded while imposing this limit on $L$. The classical form of the Lense-Thirring acceleration is seen in Equation 2.10 as shown by [28].

$$\vec{a}_{LT} = \frac{\nu}{r^3} \begin{cases} \dot{y} + 3 \frac{\dot{x}}{r^2} (y \dot{z} - z \dot{y}) \\ -\dot{x} + 3 \frac{\dot{z}}{r^2} (z \dot{x} - x \dot{z}) \\ 3 \frac{\dot{z}}{r^2} (x \dot{y} - y \dot{x}) \end{cases}$$

where $\nu = \frac{2}{5} (1 - \gamma) \frac{\mu_\oplus R^2_\oplus \Omega_\oplus}{c^2}$

(2.10)

Equation 2.10 was used to create the data that is presented in Chapter 3.

The Lense-Thirring term does not give the entire picture of frame dragging because there are accelerations due to a term that arises completely from energy analysis [28].
This term is known as the rotational energy perturbation acceleration and may be seen in Equation 2.11 \cite{6,28}.

\[
\vec{a}_{\text{RE}} = \frac{3}{14} T^* (1 + \gamma) \frac{\mu_{\odot}}{c^2 r^3} \left( \frac{a_{\odot}}{r} \right)^2 \left\{ \left( 1 - 5 \left( \frac{z}{r} \right)^2 \right) \vec{r} + 2 \left( \vec{r} \cdot \hat{\Omega}_{\odot} \right) \hat{\Omega}_{\odot} \right\}
\]  

(2.11)

It is difficult to find any information on this term, and its effects, because neither of them have been discussed in the literature \cite{28}. However, the work of Peterson (see reference \cite{28}) has shown that the rotational energy term does contribute small perturbing forces.

It is interesting that \( \vec{a}_{\text{Rel,}J^2} \) and \( \vec{a}_{\text{NRG}} \) have the same form. The consequence of this is that these two terms’ contributions cannot be uniquely separated when looking at observational data \cite{28}. To combat this, Peterson was able to back out an effective \( J^2 \) parameter from the data that was collected. Since the aim of the work being presented within this thesis is to characterize individual perturbations\footnote{Each perturbation was integrated separately. Therefore, there were no interactions with other terms.}, it was deemed that the current accepted value of \( J^2 \) (seen in Appendix C) would be sufficient for the computational purposes at hand.

### 2.2.3 Geodesic Precession Term

Geodesic precession has its roots very early on in the GTR. It was first proposed by Willem de Sitter in a series of papers written for \textit{Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society} \cite{7–9}. The derivation that de Sitter presents results in the expression of the planetary orbit equation for an elliptical orbit with a moving perihelion point (\textit{e.g.} Mercury), as well as the expression for the rate of precession \cite{7}.

The lunar motion problem was then approached by de Sitter using the aforementioned work as a starting point \cite{8}. This is indeed a more difficult problem because there are now three interactions to be concerned with: Sun–Moon, Sun–Earth, and Earth–Moon \cite{23}. This type of problem is a general relativistic three-body problem \cite{32}. However, it lays the groundwork nicely for a simplification to a restricted relativistic three-body problem by using two simplifying assumptions. These two simplifying assumptions are \cite{32}:

1. The two primary bodies orbit in a circular orbit around their center of mass.
2. The satellite has negligible mass compared to that of the primary bodies.

The Earth and Sun are the two primary bodies. An Earth bound satellite is the third body for the work being presented in this thesis. Since this system meets the
requirements of the restricted three-body problem, it may be treated as such.

The form of the geodesic precession acceleration that was used to create the data presented in Chapter 3 may be seen in Equation 2.12 [6].

\[
\vec{a}_{GP} = -\frac{\mu_\odot}{c^2 R_{\oplus/\odot}^3} (1 + 2\gamma) \left( \dot{\vec{R}}_{\oplus/\odot} \times \vec{R}_{\oplus/\odot} \right) \times \vec{r} \tag{2.12}
\]

As should have been expected, Equation 2.12 contains terms for the Sun, Earth, and satellite. Specifically, the gravitational parameter of the Sun \(\mu_\odot\), the relative position and velocity vectors of the Earth with respect to the Sun, \(\vec{R}_{\oplus/\odot}\) and \(\dot{\vec{R}}_{\oplus/\odot}\) respectively, and the velocity vector of the satellite with respect to the Earth \(\dot{\vec{r}}\).

With the amount of information needed to compute this term, great care had to be taken in order to guarantee accurate results. All calculations for this term, as well as the previously mentioned terms, were done in the Earth-fixed coordinate frame. It should also be noted that the Earth’s position and velocity data were generated using the HORIZONS system\(^8\), which is maintained by the Solar System Dynamics Group of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL)\(^9\). The JPL is a combined effort between the California Institute of Technology\(\text{\textdagger}\) and NASA\(\text{\textdaggerdbl}\).

---

\(^8\)http://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/?horizons
\(^9\)http://www.jpl.nasa.gov/
\(\text{\textdagger}\)http://www.caltech.edu/
\(\text{\textdaggerdbl}\)http://www.nasa.gov/
Chapter 3

Numerical Results of Relativistic Perturbations

This chapter contains a discussion of the effects that arise from the implementation of the relativistic oblateness perturbation on two different orbit cases. The data presented includes orbital parameter differences plots as well as specific force magnitudes. This is followed by a comparison of the relativistic oblateness perturbation to the standard oblateness perturbation developed in the classical theory. The data for the orbital parameters and specific force magnitudes of the two test orbit cases of the aforementioned relativistic perturbations may be seen in Appendices K and L.

3.1 The Test Case Orbits

The orbits that were used as test cases were defined by the usual Classical (or Keplerian) Orbital Elements (COE). The standard case is a non-equatorial elliptical orbit with medium eccentricity. The special case that was tested was a Molniya orbit. The Molniya orbit was determined by Russian scientist to provide constant coverage over Russian air space for communication satellites [32]. To accomplish this, the orbit had to have extremely high angle of inclination and eccentricity. The complete set of classical orbital elements for both test orbits may be seen in Table 3.1. The periods of the test orbits may be seen in Table 3.2. In the Keplerian theory, these parameters have static values [4,32]. However, this is not the case when perturbations are being considered. The modulation of the classical orbital elements will be discussed in the following sections.
Table 3.1: Orbital Parameters for Test Orbit Cases

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Orbital Parameter</th>
<th>Standard Value</th>
<th>Molniya Value</th>
<th>Units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\theta$</td>
<td>28.0000</td>
<td>28.0000</td>
<td>degrees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e$</td>
<td>0.4500</td>
<td>0.7000</td>
<td>$e/a$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha$</td>
<td>1.34147272 E 4</td>
<td>2.66102238 E 4</td>
<td>kilometers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p$</td>
<td>1.06982450 E 4</td>
<td>1.5712136 E 4</td>
<td>kilometers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\iota$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>63.9000</td>
<td>degrees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\omega$</td>
<td>32.0000</td>
<td>63.9000</td>
<td>degrees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Omega$</td>
<td>24.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>degrees</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2: Periods of Test Orbits

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Orbit Cases</th>
<th>Standard Orbit</th>
<th>Molniya Orbit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Orbital Period $(P)$ (hours)</td>
<td>$\cong 4.2952$</td>
<td>12.0000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2 Relativistic Oblateness Orbital Element Data

The effects of the relativistic oblateness perturbations on the standard orbit and the Molniya orbit will be discussed in the following sections. The graphs of the orbital parameter data that were generated using the code presented in Chapter 2.

The difference plots were generated by taking the data from the desired perturbation and subtracting out the data produced by integrating the orbit without perturbation. Each case has a figure that contains the angular parameter difference plots and a separate figure for the distance difference plots – note that the unitless term is grouped with the distance terms. It is possible to classify the modulations experienced by the orbital elements into three classes [4]. They are: (1) short term periodic, (2) long term periodic, and (3) secular (adapted from [4]). Short and long term periodic modulations are somewhat nebulous terms because they are based on the individual characteristics of a difference plot. A secular variation is a modulation that has a consistent trend over a reasonably long period of time.


3.2.1 The Standard Case

3.2.1.1 Periodic Orbital Elements

There are two orbital elements that exhibit periodicity. They are the true anomaly $\theta$ and the magnitude of spacecraft’s position vector $r$ which are seen in Figures 3.1 and 3.2 respectively. Both difference plots show that the behavior of these elements is short term periodic. This periodicity of these difference plots suggests that these elements experience phasing. When the graphs of these elements are on or cross the zero line, they have equivalent values of the unperturbed orbit at that time. The farther that the graph moves away from the zero line, the more out of phase the element is at that particular time.

Both orbits, while exhibiting a strong periodic behavior, also show secular characteristics as well. It is obvious on examination of Figure 3.1 that the true anomaly difference increases with time. However the difference plot of the spacecraft position vector’s magnitude, seen in Figure 3.2, shows a full reversal. This full reversal implies that this difference quantity has a lead-lag relationship with the unperturbed orbit.

![Figure 3.1: Standard Orbit Angular Differences for Relativistic Oblateness versus Time](image)
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3.2.1.2 Secular Orbital Elements

The remainder of the orbital elements displayed in Figures 3.1 and 3.2 exhibit predominately secular behavior. On a short time scale, all of these elements do show some short term periodicity. However, the short term periodicity is negligible in effect compared to the secular modulation. The trends of these elements are summarized in Table 3.3.

Table 3.3: Secular Element Trends for Relativistic Oblateness

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Trend</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\omega$</td>
<td>Decreasing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Omega$</td>
<td>Increasing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$i$</td>
<td>Increasing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a$</td>
<td>Decreasing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p$</td>
<td>Decreasing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e$</td>
<td>Increasing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.2.2 Molniya Orbit Case

3.2.2.1 Periodic Orbit Elements

The Molniya orbit has three elements that exhibit periodic behavior. They are the true anomaly $\theta$, the angle of inclination $i$, and the magnitude of the spacecraft position vector $r$. The angle of inclination is the only true periodic element, which exhibits both short and long term periodicity.

The difference plot of the true anomaly $\theta$, shown in Figure 3.3, presents with both short term periodic trends and a secular component. The secular component is easily noted because of the steady increase of the difference. It is also evident that this parameter phases because the difference between the perturbed and unperturbed orbits does go to zero frequently.

The difference plot of the magnitude of the spacecraft position vector, seen in Figure 3.4, does show the same type of phasing. This phasing is evident because the difference between the perturbed and unperturbed orbits does go to zero. Even though this plot does exhibits increasing phase, it is not a true secular variation.

![Figure 3.3: Molniya Orbit Angular Differences for Relativistic Oblateness versus Time](image)

Figure 3.3: Molniya Orbit Angular Differences for Relativistic Oblateness versus Time
3.2.2.2 Secular Orbit Elements

The trends of the purely secular elements for the Molniya orbit are shown in Table 3.4. It is obvious, based on the difference plots contained in Figure 3.4, that the semi-major axis $a$, the semi-parameter $p$, and the eccentricity $e$ are all decreasing further from their values in the unperturbed orbit. However, the argument of periapsis $\omega$ and longitude of the ascending node (a.k.a. RAAN) $\Omega$ are both indeterminate.

Table 3.4: Trends of the Secular Elements for the Molniya Orbit

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Trend</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$a$</td>
<td>Decreasing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p$</td>
<td>Decreasing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e$</td>
<td>Decreasing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Omega$</td>
<td>Indeterminate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\omega$</td>
<td>Indeterminate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.3 Effects of Standard Oblateness on Orbital Elements

3.3.1 Standard Orbit

Periodic Elements As seen in Figures 3.5 and 3.6, there are six elements that exhibit periodicity. Four of these six manifest as having both short and long term periods. They are i, a, p, and e. This periodic behavior is what should be expected due to the relationship between these elements and that only odd numbered zonal harmonics produce secular variations [4]. It is also possible to prove that these elements should experience periodic modulation based on their relationship to the spacecraft angular momentum along the orbit path [4].

The true anomaly exhibits both short term periodicity, but also has a secular component as is seen in Figure 3.5 by the downward trend. This implies that the perturbed orbit lags compared to the unperturbed orbit. The magnitude of the spacecraft position vector, seen in Figure 3.6, shows short term periodic behavior. However, it seems to come to a steady state without further increase in the peak-to-peak value of the difference plot.

Figure 3.5: Standard Orbit Angular Differences for Standard Oblateness Pert. versus Time
Secular Elements  There are only two truly secular elements caused by this perturbation when applied to this orbit case. They are $\Omega$ and $\omega$. It is obvious during the inspection of Figure 3.5 that $\Omega$ has an upward trend and $\omega$ is trending downward. The fact that neither of these two elements contain a periodic component is in agreement with the solution results presented by Blitzer [4].

3.3.2 Molniya Orbit Results

Periodic Elements  As with the standard orbit case, six of the elements display periodic effects. They are $\theta$, $i$, $r$, $a$, $p$, and $e$. All of these elements exhibit signs of short period modulation. Two of the elements, $r$ and $\theta$, display other behaviors as well. The true anomaly $\theta$ has a secular component that has a decreasing trend which is easily seen in Figure 3.7. The peak-to-peak value of the difference plot of $r$ also increases continually.
Figure 3.7: Molniya Orbit Angular Differences for Standard Oblateness Pert. versus Time

Figure 3.8: Molniya Orbit Distance Differences for Standard Oblateness Pert. versus Time
Secular Elements The secular elements for this perturbation on this orbit case should be $\Omega$ and $\omega$ \textsuperscript{[4]}. However, both of these difference plots, seen in Figure 3.7, are indicative of secular modulation. The difference plots of these two elements contain in Figure 3.7 imply a zero-point fluctuation of the aforementioned elements.

3.4 Discussion of Orbital Element Data

The data presented in Figures 3.1 to 3.8 has been summarized in Tables 3.5 and 3.6. Table 3.5 displays the type of modulation (and trend where applicable) exhibited by each of the elements under both standard and relativistic oblateness. The minimum, maximum, mean, and median values of the data contained in the aforementioned tables are shown in Table 3.6.

3.4.1 Data Trends Analysis

Table 3.5: Summary of Data Trends

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Standard Oblateness</th>
<th>Relativistic Oblateness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\theta$</td>
<td>Sec. and Per. Decreasing</td>
<td>Sec. with Per. Increasing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a$</td>
<td>Periodic</td>
<td>Secular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e$</td>
<td>Periodic $\frac{a}{\gamma}$</td>
<td>Secular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p$</td>
<td>Periodic $\frac{a}{\gamma}$</td>
<td>Secular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Omega$</td>
<td>Secular Increasing</td>
<td>Indeterminate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\omega$</td>
<td>Indeterminate Decreasing</td>
<td>Indeterminate Decreasing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$i$</td>
<td>Periodic $\frac{a}{\gamma}$</td>
<td>Indeterminate Increasing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There is indeed a difference between the standard and relativistic oblateness perturbations based on the modulations and trends seen in Table 3.5. There are also striking similarities between the trends. Examples of these similarities are the true anomaly $\theta$, the RAAN $\Omega$, and argument of periapsis $\omega$. The determination of $\Omega$ and $\omega$ have been labeled as “Indeterminate” because of the difficulties of the integration with zero-point fluctuations. With that aside, it is possible to see that the three previously mention elements have the same type of modulation in each orbit case for their
respective perturbations. The trends for $\Omega$ and $\omega$ remain the same for both perturbations. However, there is a change in the trends exhibited by the true anomaly. The standard oblateness perturbation forces induce a decrease in this quantity, whereas the relativistic oblateness perturbation induces an increase.

The same pattern is seen in the semi-major axis $a$ and semi-parameter $p$. Both of these elements have been shown to only exhibit purely periodic modulation under the standard oblateness perturbation [4]. When the relativistic oblateness perturbation is applied it is seen that both of these elements modulate in a secular fashion with a decreasing trend.

Eccentricity’s, $e$, modulation type switches to secular with the implementation of the relativistic perturbation in the same manner as the modulation type of $a$ and $p$ in the preceding paragraph. However, there is a unique discrepancy of how the relativistic oblateness perturbation manifest in the standard orbit compared to how the perturbation manifests in the Molniya orbit. The relativistic oblateness perturbation affects the test orbits’ eccentricity in the opposite manner – i.e. the standard orbit’s eccentricity increases while the eccentricity of the Molniya orbit decreases. Nothing in the current literature suggests a reason for this disparity between the effects of the different oblateness perturbations on the eccentricity. One possible explanation for this phenomena is that there is an unstable equilibrium configuration of the orbit somewhere between the eccentricities of the two test orbits. However, this may not be completely true because there is also an unusual effect observed in the inclination.

The angle of inclination $i$ with the inclusion of the standard oblateness perturbation has the same effect on each of the orbit cases. In both trial orbits, $i$ experienced periodic modulation. This is in agreement with the proof provided by Blitzer [4]. This is the same type of variation that is exhibited with the Molniya orbit when the relativistic oblateness perturbation is implemented. However, the standard orbit’s angle of inclination, under the relativistic oblateness perturbation, exhibits an increasing secular variation. There has been nothing found in current literature to suggest a possible reason for this element’s behavior.

### 3.4.2 Discussion of Data Values

Table 3.6 shows the minimums, maximums, means, and medians of the difference data for the orbital elements. This data that these values correspond to may be seen in graphical form in the figures presented previously in this section. The data in question was generated using the code outlined Chapter 2.

The true anomaly, $\theta$, is more affected for the standard orbit in both the standard and relativistic oblateness. However, the difference values are extremely close between each orbit case. This implies that there is very little difference between the
different perturbation on this orbital parameter. The orders of magnitude for all of the comparison values (minimum, maximum, mean, and median) differ between half to one order of magnitude.

The semi-major axis is more affected for the Molniya orbit case under both perturbations. For the standard oblateness, the semi-major axis difference values are approximately one order of magnitude higher. This equates to a maximum instantaneous difference of approximately 51 kilometers. However, these difference values do not contribute to a secular change in this parameter as was mentioned previously. The difference values for the relativistic perturbation do contribute to the negative secular deviations pointed out in the last section.

The standard orbit’s eccentricity, $e$, is more affected then the Molniya’s eccentricity in both the standard and relativistic oblateness perturbations. The order of magnitudes of the comparison values are all similar in the case of the standard perturbation. However, in the case with the relativistic perturbation, there are order of magnitude differences. These differences are seen in all of the comparison values.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Standard Oblateness</th>
<th>Relativistic Oblateness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Standard Orbit</td>
<td>Molniya Orbit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta$ (radians)</td>
<td>Min $-3.2678$</td>
<td>-2.6793</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Max $6.1997$</td>
<td>6.0730</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean $-8.3404 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>2.3265 $\times 10^{-4}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Median $-1.5473$</td>
<td>2.2482</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a$ (km)</td>
<td>Min $-9.7610$</td>
<td>-36.3296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Max $9.7989$</td>
<td>51.6643</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean $7.3060$</td>
<td>26.8356</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Median $8.8115$</td>
<td>24.5990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e$ (unitless)</td>
<td>Min $-4.2974 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>-4.2159 $\times 10^{-4}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Max $6.3170 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>3.1796 $\times 10^{-4}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean $3.7746 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>2.1501 $\times 10^{-4}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Median $6.7426 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>2.1133 $\times 10^{-4}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p$ (km)</td>
<td>Min $-2.6022$</td>
<td>-2.8480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Max $2.7285$</td>
<td>8.5697</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean $1.7022$</td>
<td>5.2697</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Median $6.6560$</td>
<td>4.7902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Omega$ (radians)</td>
<td>Min $0.0000$</td>
<td>-6.2831</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Max $1.5333$</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean $0.7721$</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Median $0.7726$</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\omega$ (radians)</td>
<td>Min $-0.3134$</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Max $5.9668$</td>
<td>6.2832</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean $2.6250$</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Median $2.7563$</td>
<td>2.0000 $\times 10^{-4}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$i$ (radians)</td>
<td>Min $-1.9468 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>-2.9246 $\times 10^{-5}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Max $2.0101 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>1.5803 $\times 10^{-4}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean $3.9908 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>9.5907 $\times 10^{-5}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Median $3.1409 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>8.8529 $\times 10^{-5}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In general, the order of magnitude differences are between one and two orders of magnitude lower for the Molniya orbit.

The semi-parameter, \( p \), is more effected for the Molniya orbit under the standard oblateness perturbation; however, the standard orbit’s semi-parameter is more effected under the influence of the relativistic oblateness perturbation. There are two orders of magnitude difference in the mean and median comparison values under the standard perturbation. In comparison, the standard orbit case, while under the influence of the relativistic perturbation, is approximately one order of magnitude higher. However, the order of magnitude analysis for the orbit cases under the relativistic perturbations is inconclusive. Therefore, the same argument could be made for the Molniya orbit case. Further analysis, over a greater propagation time would be needed to fully classify this difference.

The RAAN, \( \Omega \), shows a greater difference for the Molniya orbit under either perturbation. For the standard oblateness perturbation there is a one order of magnitude difference for all comparison values. There are up to nine orders of magnitude difference on the comparison values. However, extrapolated on the trends discussed in the previous section, the maximum and the median comparison values are really indeterminate.

The argument of paragéé, \( \omega \), is more effected in the standard case orbit while either perturbations are being applied. Under the standard oblateness perturbation, the median comparison value of the Molniya orbit is one order of magnitude lower. There are three orders of magnitude difference between the mean comparison values. However, taking the trend analysis from the previous section into consideration, these results are really indeterminate as well.

The inclination, \( i \), is an interesting parameter because the Molniya orbit is more effected under the standard perturbation. This is what should be expected since the inclination of the Molniya orbits is considerably greater then the standard orbit. However, the standard orbit’s inclination is more effected under the relativistic perturbation. Under the standard perturbation, there is a one order of magnitude difference in all comparison values. Under the relativistic oblateness perturbation, there is a one order of magnitude difference in the minimum comparison value and a two order of magnitude difference in all other comparison values.

3.5 Discussion of Specific Force Data

The specific force components (\( \hat{I} \), \( \hat{J} \), and \( \hat{K} \)), as well as the magnitude that manifests from the relativistic oblateness perturbation are shown in Figure 3.9. These quantities were calculated through a post processing routine that used the outputted state vectors from the integration schemes described in Chapter 2. The post processing
routine was a slightly modified version of the code found in Appendix J.

3.5.1 Relativistic Oblateness Perturbation

3.5.1.1 Standard Orbit Case

All of the components and the magnitude of the specific force plots shown in Figure 3.9 exhibit short term periodicity. All of the components also show full reversal. It is possible to see that each of the components exhibit short period modulation by inspection of of Figure 3.9. The mean value of the components also remains relatively constant. The magnitude, shown in the bottom plot of Figure 3.9, exhibits short period modulation. However, the specific force magnitude maintains a relatively constant mean value. This is based on the plot density.

3.5.1.2 Molyina Orbit Case

Figure 3.10 shows the components and magnitude of the specific force induced by the relativistic oblateness perturbation on the Molniya orbit. By inspection of the plots contained in Figure 3.10, it is possible to see that all of the components exhibit short term periodic modulation. The combined effect of the components is shown by the
The bottom plot of Figure 3.10 does show that the specific force magnitude does hold a relatively constant mean value.

### 3.5.2 Standard Oblateness Perturbation

#### 3.5.2.1 Standard Orbit Case

The specific force induced by standard oblateness perturbation on the standard orbit is seen in Figure 3.11. In this case, the specific force components exhibit both short and long term periodic modulation. This same behavior is exhibited, although to a lesser degree, in the specific force magnitude. The long term periodic modulation implies that the specific force has a moving mean value. However, the long term periodic variation in the magnitude is of little consequence because the mean magnitude remains fairly constant.

#### 3.5.2.2 Molniya Orbit Case

Figure 3.12 shows the specific force induced by the standard oblateness perturbation when applied to the Molniya orbit. Upon inspection, it is possible to see that all components of this force exhibit only short term periodic fluctuation. This is also the
same variation seen in the force magnitude. From the force magnitude plot (bottom plot in Figure 3.12) it is possible to infer that the magnitude of this force does remain fairly constant.
Figure 3.11: Standard Orbit Specific Force for Standard Oblateness versus Time

Figure 3.12: Molniya Orbit Specific Force for Standard Oblateness versus Time
3.5.3 Comparison of Specific Force Data

Table 3 shows the specific forces that are generated under the different perturbations for the two different test case orbits. The component values shown in Table 3.7 are expressed in the geocentric coordinates where the integrations were carried out. The units of the given values are Newtons.

Table 3.7: Summary of Force Data Values in Newtons

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Standard Oblateness</th>
<th>Relativistic Oblateness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Standard Orbit</td>
<td>Molniya Orbit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min</td>
<td>-3.0423 e-6</td>
<td>-3.2203 e-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>1.2876 E-7</td>
<td>2.9074 E-16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>3.5237 E-8</td>
<td>5.5015 E-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y Component</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min</td>
<td>-2.2845 e-6</td>
<td>-2.4222 e-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max</td>
<td>6.3920 E-14</td>
<td>7.2287 E-15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>1.5400 E-7</td>
<td>9.2570 E-17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>-1.8304 E-8</td>
<td>-1.4316 E-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>z Component</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min</td>
<td>-7.3937 E-6</td>
<td>-8.7849 E-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max</td>
<td>6.3920 E-14</td>
<td>7.2287 E-15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>1.5938 E-7</td>
<td>1.5938 E-17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>1.5938 E-7</td>
<td>1.5938 E-17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnitude</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min</td>
<td>1.6380 E-7</td>
<td>6.2615 E-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max</td>
<td>6.3920 E-14</td>
<td>6.3920 E-14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>1.6380 E-7</td>
<td>3.9380 E-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>3.8642 E-8</td>
<td>1.2752 E-8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Under the influence of the standard oblateness perturbation the Molniya orbit is less effected. Their maximum order of magnitude differences in the specific force components is two. However, this trend is also echoed in the magnitude values of specific force.

The standard case orbit is also more effected when subjected to the relativistic oblateness perturbation. Three is maximum order of magnitude between specific force values while the different orbit cases are under the influence of the relativistic perturbation. Therefore it is not surprising that the same conclusion may also be drawn from the magnitude data comparison values.

Using the data contained in Table 3.7 it is also possible to draw the conclusion that the relativistic oblateness perturbations are considerably weaker then the standard oblateness perturbation. This should not come as a surprise because of the data that has been present thus far. As can be seen in Table 3.7, there are up to thirteen orders of magnitude difference between the specific forces generated by the standard and relativistic perturbation.
Chapter 4

Conclusions

4.1 Proof of Concept

As was stated in the introduction, a major goal of this work was to develop a proof of concept for the hypothesis that new, and more optimal, solutions for trajectory optimization problems could be found if different gravitational frameworks were considered. In order for this to be a viable possibility, a difference would have to be found between the relativistic and non-relativistic formulations. It is known that planetary trajectories differ depending on whether they are calculated in relativistic or non-relativistic framework \[10\]. This leads to the more interesting question of, “If the orbits are known to be different depending on the formalism that is being applied during the calculation of the trajectory, does this difference manifest in some quantifiable form in other aspects of orbital theory when comparing different frameworks?”

If the answer to this question were “no,” then there would be no difference in the relativistic versions of the perturbations presented in this paper, and there would be no point in continuing this work. However, as the results show in the last section, the answer to this question is indeed “yes.”

The model that was derived and utilized in this research is essentially a modified form of the model that is used in classical Newtonian orbit theory. The relativistic perturbation terms that were used in the models, while being derived in a fully relativistic format \[29\], were implemented in the same manner as a standard perturbing term for the methods. This implementation was possible because the form of the relativistic perturbations could be manipulated into a form that allowed the relativistic forces to be treated as a standard perturbation term \[6\].

The difference in orbital parameter deviation, specific force components, and specific force magnitudes were easily seen in the oblateness perturbations presented in the last section because the same effect was looked at, and derived, in both non-
relativistic and relativistic frameworks. The differences that were exhibited between
the effects produced by the non-relativistic perturbing terms and the relativistic per-
turbing terms are significant, albeit the relativistic effects are comparatively smaller
then the non-relativistic terms.

However, as the speed and distance capabilities of spacecrafts increase, the devia-
tions produced by the relativistic perturbing terms will also grow proportionally [29].
The differences between the effects produced by the non-relativistic and relativistic
perturbing terms should be taken as unequivocal evidence that it would be possible
to leverage the relativistic framework to develop new orbit optimization tools.

4.2 Relevance of Presented Work

The possibilities for application of the work that has been presented in this thesis
is limited to a subset of orbit maintenance problems at this point in time [6, 14,
28]. These orbit maintenance problems deal with timing issues that are seen with
geosynchronous satellites. However, the current state of technology was not the main
focus when this research was begun.

The idea that the human race could reach beyond our solar system to others, or
even another galaxy is quickly becoming a reality based on some of the work that is
being done on advanced propulsion systems which was presented in Chapter 1. The
fact that is seldom realized is that it is necessary to develop the hardware for cutting
edge technology in tandem with the theory that must be applied to utilize the new
technology to its fullest potential. However, it would seem even more beneficial for
the hardware to lag behind the theory in space applications. This is what was seen
in the early days of space exploration as was pointed out in 1.

The work that has been presented within this thesis is a small step in the en-
gineering community’s ability to optimize trajectories that will take us beyond our
solar system, but it is a necessary one. This work serves as a bridge between methods,
techniques, and theories that until recently have been dealt with completely within
the domains of theoretical and mathematical physics. The present work also provides
the incontrovertible evidence that spacecraft traveling at relatively low velocities for
short distances will experience a small contribution of relativistic perturbing forces as
pointed out in the previous chapter. However, as distance and speed capabilities of
spacecrafts increase with the constant advancements and scientific contributions, the
slight trajectory deviations seen at the low energy situations used in the simulations
presented here will increase greatly.
4.3 Implications and Future Work

The work presented within this thesis has been conducted using a modified form of the Newtonian equations of motion. The power of relativistic optimization techniques would benefit greatly from formulating the trajectory optimization problem beginning with first principles in the GTR. A reformulation of the trajectory optimization problem within the GTR would allow for the more complete use of the differential geometric methods that are commonly used in this field. This is an added benefit for optimization work is that there is an entire theory of geometric optimization and control methods that could be reworked and applied to the problem at hand.

The theories of geometric optimization and control are not new ideas to the mathematics community. However, they have not found many applications within the realm of engineering with the exception of a limited range of problems. The main reason for this is because there has never been a necessity to do so. However, considering that geometric methods are the language of the GTR, and if a reformulation of the trajectory optimization problem could be obtained, it would seem to be a mistake to neglect the possibility of leveraging these tools. These tools could afford the possibility of having currently unknown solutions manifest from the equations for both relativistic and non-relativistic trajectories.

However, these techniques may not be limited to the area of trajectory optimization. Geometric optimization and control techniques are powerful in their own right. It may be possible for the application of these techniques in other areas of engineering once their usefulness has been demonstrated in an applied branch of mechanics.
Appendices
Appendix A

Abbreviations

GTR  General Theory of Relativity
MoI  Moment of Inertia
EoM(s)  Equation(s) of Motion
PDE  Partial Differential Equations
COE  Classical Orbital Elements
Appendix B

Symbols

Please note that ▲ has NO meaning of its own. It is used as a place holder for explanation of the symbols only; therefore, any appropriate variable, or number where applicable, may take its place.

Superscripts and Overbars

▲∗ Specific Quantity (Mass component removed, e.g. specific force)
▲ A vector
▲  A unit vector

Subscripts

▲⊕ Earth Related Quantity
▲r A radius
▲g Gravitational quantity
▲rel Relativistic formulation of a normally non-relativistic quantity
▲ Arbitrary celestial body quantity
▲pert Regularly used quantity that is associated with a perturbing term
▲ST Spherical term
▲GP Geodesic Precession term
\( ^{\text{LT}} \) Lense-Thirring term
\( ^{\text{RJ2}} \) Relativistic Oblateness term
\( ^{\text{RE}} \) Rotational Energy term

**Units**

- \( m \) Meters
- \( kg \) Kilograms

**Normal Fonts**

- \( a \) Semimajor axis
- \( b \) Semiminor axis
- \( J \) Polar Moment of Inertia
- \( I_{ij} \) Moment of Inertia Tensor, or Inertia Tensor Component
- \( M \) Mean anomaly
- \( E \) Eccentric anomaly
- \( \theta \) True anomaly
- \( T \) Time at periapsis of an orbit
- \( G \) Standard gravitational constant
- \( \mu \) Standard gravitational parameter
- \( P \) Keplerian period
- \( J_\Delta \) Oblateness factor
- \( \vec{\Omega} \) Spin vector
Appendix C

Relevant Properties of Earth

Figure C.1: Earth Geometry and Coordinate System
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Equatorial Radius</td>
<td>$a_\oplus r$</td>
<td>6378.136</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polar Radius</td>
<td>$b_\oplus r$</td>
<td>6354.751</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass</td>
<td>$M_\oplus$</td>
<td>5.9723E24</td>
<td>kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polar MoI</td>
<td>$C_\oplus$, $J_\oplus$, or $I_{\oplus ZZ}$</td>
<td>8.0359E37</td>
<td>kg · m²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equatorial MoI</td>
<td>$A_\oplus$, or $I_{\oplus XX}$ and $I_{\oplus YY}$</td>
<td>8.0096E37</td>
<td>kg · m²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific Polar MoI</td>
<td>$C^<em>_\oplus$, $J^</em><em>\oplus$, or $I^*</em>{\oplus ZZ}$</td>
<td>1.3455E13</td>
<td>m²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific Equatorial MoI</td>
<td>$A^<em>_\oplus$, or $I^</em><em>{\oplus XX}$ and $I^*</em>{\oplus YY}$</td>
<td>1.3411E13</td>
<td>m²</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix D

Theoretical Propagation Code

This code was written for and implemented in MATLAB. Any questions about its implementation or use may be sent to the email in the comments section.

%% Theoretical Orbit Propagation (theoryProp)
% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% % Code Writen By: Nicholas P. Mastricola %
% %    Email: npmastricola@gmail.com %
% %    Started: 9 March 2010 %
% %    Last Modified: 25 June 2010 %
% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% This routine propagates from an initial position vector and velocity vector for a specified length of time. The propagation uses eccentric anomaly to go between true anomaly and time.
% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% Ins:
% (1) Time vector (tVec) in seconds
% (2) Initial position vector (rVec) in kilometers
% (3) Initial velocity vector (vVec) in kilometers per second (km/s)
% (4) Gravitation parameter for system (mu) (km^3/s^2)
% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% Outs:
% NOTE: All output parameters given in same units as input
% (1) Array of position vectors (rOut)
% (2) Array of true anomalies
% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
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Optional Outs:

NOTE: All output parameters given in same units as input

(1) Regular time (tOut): This is the same time vector that was input. It has been included as a convenience during plotting routines.

(2) Orbit time vector (tCalc): Input time vector shifted such that t(0)=0 at periapsis.

(3) Time shift (tShift): Single value used to shift the input time vector.

Calls:

(1) \([rOut \ thOut \ tOut]\) = theoryProp(tVec,rVec,vVec,mu)
(2) \([rOut \ thOut \ tOut \ tCalc]\) = theoryProp(tVec,rVec,vVec,mu)
(3) \([rOut \ thOut \ tOut \ tCalc \ tShift]\) = theoryProp(tVec,rVec,vVec,mu)

NOTE: If units are included, then they must be paired with the correct parameter.

(4) ... = theoryProp(tVec,'tUnits',rVec,'rUnits',... vVec,'vUnits',mu,'muUnits')

main function
function \([rOut \ thOut \ tOut \ tCalc \ tShift]\) = theoryProp(varargin)

input handling
switch nargin
    case \{1,2,3\}
        error('Insufficient input.')
    case 4
        tVec = varargin{1};
        rVec = varargin{2};
        vVec = varargin{3};
        mu = varargin{4};
    otherwise
        error('Unexpected inputs.')
end

getting CoEs from rVec and vVec
[th e a p iAng omega] = RV2COE(rVec,vVec,mu,’outputForm’,...
    ’array’,’caseWarning’,’off’);

%% getting orbit time
n = sqrt(mu/a^3);

sinE = (sin(th)*sqrt(1-e^2))/(1+e*cos(th));
cosE = (e+cos(th))/(1+e*cos(th));
E = atan2(sinE,cosE);

while E<0
    E = E + 2*pi;
end

tSincePariG = (E-e*sinE)/n;

%% getting time vectors
tShift = tSincePariG+tVec(1);

if myIsColumn(tVec)~=1
    tVec = tVec’;
end

tOut = tVec;

tCalc = tVec+ones(length(tVec),1).*tSincePariG;

%% propagation
qq = length(tCalc);
rOut = zeros(qq,1);
thOut = zeros(qq,1);

for i = 1:qq
    if i==1
        rOut(i) = sqrt((e*a-a*cos(E))^2+(a*sin(E)*sqrt(1-e^2))^2);
        thOut(i) = th;
    else
        M = n*tCalc(i);
        E = KepEqtnE(M,’rad’,e);
        rOut(i) = sqrt((e*a-a*cos(E))^2+(a*sin(E)*sqrt(1-e^2))^2);
        temp = 1-e*cos(E);
        sTh = sin(E)*sqrt(1-e^2)/temp;
    end
end
\[ cTh = \frac{(\cos(E) - e)}{\text{temp}}; \]
\[ \text{thOut}(i) = \text{atan2}(sTh, cTh); \]
\[ \text{while } \text{thOut}(i) < 0 \]
\[ \quad \text{thOut}(i) = \text{thOut}(i) + 2\pi; \]
\[ \text{end} \]
\[ \text{end} \]
\[ \text{end} \]
Appendix E

Unperturbed State Space Code

This code is the unmodified planet–satellite system. It will be expanded on by addition of later perturbing terms.

```matlab
function f = ssOrbitEq(t,z)
f = zeros(6,1); % defines shape of ss
mu = 398600.4418; % Earth’s mu [km^3/s^2]
rMag = norm([z(1) z(2) z(3)]);
AA = [zeros(3) eye(3); -(mu/rMag^3)*eye(3) zeros(3)];
f=AA*z;
```
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Appendix F

Modified State Space for Non-Relativistic Perturbing Terms

This code was used as the state space for non-relativistic perturbing terms.

```
%% State Space for Orbit Equation with Perturbation
% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%  % Code Writen By: Nicholas P. Mastricola %
%  % Email: npmastricola@gmail.com %
%  % Started: 20 February 2010 %
%  % Last Modified: 15 July 2010 %
% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

function [f] = ssOrbitEqPurt(t,z)
  f = zeros(6,1);
  mu = 398600.4418; % Earth’s mu [km^3/s^2]
  rMag = norm([z(1) z(2) z(3)]); % magnitude of position vector

  AA = [zeros(3) eye(3);-(mu/rMag^3)*eye(3) zeros(3)];
  aVec = purtJs([z(1) z(2) z(3)],mu,2); % J2 perturbation
  if myIsColumn(aVec)==1
    aVec = [aVec zeros(1,3)]’;
  end
  f = AA * aVec;
end
```
MM = [zeros(3) zeros(3); eye(3) zeros(3)];

f = AA*z + MM*aVec;
Appendix G

Modified State Space for Relativistic Perturbing Terms

This code was used as the state space for relativistic perturbing terms. It should be noted that this code has been written to facilitate a number of different relativistic perturbations. Therefore, there are some features that are not used for every term (i.e. `workbar()` function and `global` and `persistent` variables).

```matlab
%% State Space for Orbit Equation - Relitivistic Perturbation
% ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% % Code Writen By: Nicholas P. Mastricola %
% % Email: npmastricola@gmail.com %
% % Started: 2 February 2010 %
% % Last Modified: 10 April 2010 %
% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

%% Main Function
function [f] = ssOrbitEqRelPurt(t,z)

%% Declaring Global and Persistent Variables
global length_of_State_Data tCheckVec posData
persistent zzz

%% Keeping Track of Progress
if t == 0
    workbar(0/(90*24*3600),’Working on ode...’,’ODE45 Progress’)
    tic
    zzz = toc;
```
else
    zzz = toc;
end
if zzz >= 30
    tic
    workbar(round(t)/(90*24*3600),...
        'Working on ode...',...'ODE45 Progress')
    zzz = 0;
end

%% Body of State Space
f = zeros(6,1);
mu = 398600.4418;  % Earth’s mu [km^3/s^2]
rMag = norm([z(1) z(2) z(3)]);

AA = [zeros(3) eye(3);-(mu/rMag^3)*eye(3) zeros(3)];
aVec = relPertEarth(mu,[z(1) z(2) z(3)],[z(4) z(5) z(6)],t,type);
% 'type' is changed in order to change the perturbation being
% implemented.
if myIsColumn(aVec)~=1
    aVec = [aVec zeros(1,3)]';
else
    aVec = [aVec zeros(1,3)];
end

MM = [zeros(3) zeros(3);eye(3) zeros(3)];
f = AA*z + MM*aVec;
Appendix H

Commonly Used Equations

This list has been included here because some “constants” (which the author will not refer to as semi-constants) in relativity do vary with position and velocity of the test particle in question. Equations that are referenced in the main body of this thesis that are not explicitly stated are also defined, or explained, here.

**Semi-constants**

\[
\beta \equiv \frac{v}{c} \quad (H.1)
\]

\[
\gamma \equiv \frac{1}{\sqrt{1-\beta^2}} = \frac{1}{\sqrt{1-(\frac{v}{c})^2}} = \frac{c}{\sqrt{c^2-v^2}} \quad (H.2)
\]
Appendix I

The Twins Problem Solution

Using the Minkowskian metric, proper time takes the form \[16\]

\[
d\tau = \sqrt{\eta_{\mu\nu} dx^\mu dx^\nu} \tag{I.1}
\]

\[
= \sqrt{dt^2 - \frac{1}{c^2} (dx^2 + dy^2 + dz^2)} . \tag{I.2}
\]

To find the relationship between proper time and coordinate time, the right hand side of Equation I.2 needs to be multiplied by \(\frac{dt}{dt}\). Thus,

\[
d\tau = \sqrt{dt^2 - \frac{1}{c^2} (dx^2 + dy^2 + dz^2)} \left(\frac{dt}{dt}\right) \tag{I.3a}
\]

\[
= \sqrt{dt^2 - \frac{1}{c^2} (dr)^2} \left(\frac{dt}{dt}\right) \tag{I.3b}
\]

\[
= \sqrt{\frac{dt^2}{dt^2} - \frac{1}{c^2} \left(\frac{dr}{dt}\right)^2} dt . \tag{I.3c}
\]

To continue this manipulation, it is necessary to realize that \(\frac{dr}{dt}\) is the normal 3-space velocity of the particle in motion. Hence,

\[
d\tau = \sqrt{1 - \frac{v^2}{c^2}} dt. \tag{I.4}
\]

Tradition dictates that this quantity is normally expressed as

\[
\frac{dt}{d\tau} = \frac{1}{\sqrt{1 - \beta^2}} = \gamma \quad \text{where} \quad \beta = \frac{v}{c} . \tag{I.5}
\]

Equation I.5 is used to compute the amount of proper time that passes. If the
spacecraft is traveling at 0.8c and the half-length of the spacecraft journey is forty years, the calculations are:

\[ d\tau = \int_{t_0}^{t_1} \frac{1}{\gamma} dt \]  
\[ = \int_{0}^{80} \sqrt{1 - \frac{0.8^2 c^2}{c^2}} dt \]  
\[ = \int_{0}^{80} \sqrt{1 - 0.8^2} dt \]  
\[ = 80 \sqrt{0.36} \]  
\[ = 48 \text{ years} \]

Thus, the time that the twin in the spacecraft would experience passes is 48 years.
Appendix J

Relativistic Perturbation Code

%% Relativistic Perturbations
% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Code Writen By: Nicholas P. Mastricola %
% Email: npmastricola@gmail.com %
% Started: 29 March 2010 %
% Last Modified: 12 June 2010 %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

%% Relativistic Perturbations
% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Code Writen By: Nicholas P. Mastricola %
% Email: npmastricola@gmail.com %
% Started: 29 March 2010 %
% Last Modified: 12 June 2010 %
% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

function aOut = relPertEarth(muCB,rVec,vVec,tIn,varargin)

%% Constants
% speed of light [km/s]
c = 299792.458;
muS = 1.32712428e11; % km^3/s^2
J2 = 1.0826269e-3; % J2 for Earth
rE = 6378.1363; % Earth’s radius [km]

%% Semi-constant Calculations
% These are constant terms in the calculation within the loop it is % called.

r = norm(rVec);
v = norm(vVec);

beta = v/c;
gamma = 1/sqrt(1-beta^2);
ct1 = muCB/(c^2*r^3);
cr2 = (rE/r)^2;
cr3 = (rVec(3)/r)^2;

dotVV = dot(vVec,vVec);
dotRV = dot(rVec,vVec);

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% MOMENT OF INERTIA FOR CB !!! NEED TO CHANGE FOR SITUATION %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% The moment of inertia vector is changed w.r.t. the central body. It
% should be noted that only the polar moment of inertia is of
% importance for these calculations. However, it still needs to be
% put into vector form.

Jvec = (1/1000^2).*[0 0 1.3455e13];
aVec = [];

%%% overall control loop
if nargin == 4
    outs = {'spherical','geodesic','lt','relJ2','rotNRG'};
else
    outs = varargin;
end

for jj = 1:length(outs)
    out = outs{jj};
    switch out
    case 'spherical' % spherical term
        if tIn==0
            fprintf('
')
            disp('Working on spherical')
            fprintf('
')
        end
        aVec(end+1,:) = ct1*...
            ((2*(gamma+beta)*(muCB/r)-gamma*dotVV)*rVec+...
            2*(1+gamma)*dotRV*vVec);
    end
    case 'geodesic' % geodesic precession term
        if tIn==0
            fprintf('
')
            disp('Working on geodesic')
            fprintf('
')
        end
        aVec(end+1,:) = ct2*...
fprintf('
')
disp('Working on geodesic')
fprintf('
')
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% CB STATE DATA INPUT IN THIS SECTION !!! %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% The central body state data must be provided in CSV %
% format. This data should be given in 1-minute %
% intervals with columns in the following order:
%
% 1) time in seconds (i.e. 0, 60, 120,...) %
% 2) x-comp %
% 3) y-comp %
% 4) z-comp %
% 5) vx-comp %
% 6) vy-comp %
% 7) vz-comp %
%
% The locations of where the file name must be %
% changed have been marked below. It is also %
% necessary to change the value of the length of the %
% state data. %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% CHANGE STATE DATA LENGTH HERE !!! %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
global length_of_State_Data tCheckVec posData
if tIn==0
    length_of_State_Data = 174242;
    tCheckVec = [0:60:(length_of_State_Data*60-1)'];

    posData = csvread('earthPosDataOnly.csv');
end
indTemp = find(tCheckVec>tIn);
if isempty(indTemp) == 1
    tIn
    tCheckVec>tIn
    find(tCheckVec>tIn)
    indTemp
end
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error('indTemp high')
else
    indHigh = indTemp(1);
end
indTemp = find(tCheckVec<tIn);
if isempty(indTemp) == 1
    indLow = 0;
else
    indLow = indTemp(end);
end
clear indTemp

if (indHigh-indLow)==1
    indExact = indHigh - 1;

    stateData = posData(indExact,1:end);
dataCase = 'exact';
else
    stateData = posData(indLow:indHigh,1:end);

dataCase = 'approx';
end

switch dataCase
    case 'exact'
        if stateData(1)==tIn

            error('State data is not formatted properly.');
        end
        Res = stateData(2:4)';
        Ves = stateData(5:7)';
    case 'approx'
        if (tIn<stateData(1,1)) || (tIn>stateData(2,1))
            error('State data is not formatted properly.');
        end
        t0 = stateData(1,1);
        t1 = stateData(2,1);
        ResTemp0 = stateData(1,2:4)';
        VesTemp0 = stateData(1,5:7)';
        ResTemp1 = stateData(2,2:4)';
        VesTemp1 = stateData(2,5:7)';

end
Res = myLinInterp(ResTemp0, ResTemp1, t0, t1, tIn);
Ves = myLinInterp(VesTemp0, VesTemp1, t0, t1, tIn);

end

aVec(end+1,:) = -(muS/(c^2*norm(Res)^3))*(1+2*gamma)*
cross(cross(Ves,Res),vVec);

case 'lt' % lense-thirring
if tIn==0
fprintf('
')
disp('Working on lt')
fprintf('
')
end
aVec(end+1,:) = (1+gamma)*(muCB/(c^2*r^3))*
((3/r^2)*dot(rVec,Jvec)*
cross(rVec,vVec)+cross(vVec,Jvec));

case 'relJ2' % relativistic oblateness
if tIn==0
fprintf('
')
disp('Working on relJ2')
fprintf('
')
end
lct1 = (2 - 9*ct3);
lct2 = (1 - 5*ct3);
if myIsColumn(rVec) == 1
rVec = rVec';
end
if myIsColumn(vVec) == 1
vVec = vVec';
end
aVec(end+1,:) = ct1*2*(beta+gamma)*J2*ct2*(muCB/r)*
(rVec.*[lct1 lct1 (5-9*ct3)]);
aVec(end+1,:) = ct1*3*(1+gamma)*J2*ct2*...
((1-5*ct3)*dotRV + 2*rVec(3)*vVec(3))*vVec;
aVec(end+1,:) = -ct1*(3/2)*gamma*J2*ct2*(dotVV/r)*
(rVec.*[lct2 lct2 (3-5*ct3)]);

case 'rotNRG' % rotational nrg
if tIn==0
fprintf('
')
disp('Working on rotNRG')
fprintf(’
’)
end

% Normalized spin vector of earth in earth inertial frame
WeHat = [0 0 1];

% Rotational NRG of the Earth [km^-2/s^2]
Te = 0.0355;
% -> Taken from "Applied Orbit Perturbation and
% Maintenance"
% -> By Chia-Chun "George" Chao
% -> Page 13

aVec(end+1,:) = -(3/14)*Te*(1+gamma)*ct1*ct2^2*...
    ((1-5*ct3)*rVec + ...
     2*dot(rVec,WeHat)*WeHat);

end % switch (overall control loop)
%% total acc
sizeOut = size(aVec);
if sizeOut(1) > 1
    aOut = sum(aVec);
else
    aOut = aVec;
end
end % overall control loop
end % relPertEarth

% ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
% ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
%% Linear Interpolation
% An appropriate linear interpolation could not be found within the
% built in functions in Matlab. Therefore, it was necessary to
% program the standard method of linear interpolation.

function newVec = myLinInterp(vec0,vec1,y0,y1,y)
    newVec = vec0 + (1/(y1-y0))*(y-y0)*(vec1-vec0);
end
Appendix K

Relativistic Perturbation Data for Standard Case

K.1 Orbital Parameter Data

The data presented in Figures K.1 to K.10 is summarized in Table K.1. In Table K.1, the abbreviations “Sec.” and “Per.” are used for secular and periodic, respectively, where necessary. Table K.1 is only representative of the graphical data. To aid in the analysis process, the minimum, maximum, mean, and median values of the orbital parameters’ differences were examined. These values are seen in Table K.2.

Table K.1: Summarized Orbital Parameter Data for Standard Orbit

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Perturbations</th>
<th>Spherical</th>
<th>Lense-Thirring</th>
<th>Relativistic Oblateness</th>
<th>Rotational Energy</th>
<th>Geodesic Precession</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\theta$</td>
<td>Variation</td>
<td>Sec. with Per.</td>
<td>Increasing</td>
<td>Sec. with Per.</td>
<td>Increasing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a$</td>
<td>Variation</td>
<td>Sec. with Per.</td>
<td>Decreasing</td>
<td>Secular</td>
<td>Decreasing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e$</td>
<td>Variation</td>
<td>Secular</td>
<td>Increasing</td>
<td>Sec. with Per.</td>
<td>Increasing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p$</td>
<td>Variation</td>
<td>Secular</td>
<td>Decreasing</td>
<td>Secular</td>
<td>Decreasing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Omega$</td>
<td>Variation</td>
<td>Indeterminate</td>
<td>Increasing</td>
<td>Secular</td>
<td>Increasing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\omega$</td>
<td>Variation</td>
<td>Secular</td>
<td>Decreasing</td>
<td>Secular</td>
<td>Decreasing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$i$</td>
<td>Variation</td>
<td>Indeterminate</td>
<td>Periodic</td>
<td>$\eta$</td>
<td>Increasing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table K.2: COE Statistics for Standard Orbit Case

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Perturbations</th>
<th>Spherical</th>
<th>Lense-Thirring</th>
<th>Relativistic Oblateness</th>
<th>Rotational Energy</th>
<th>Geodesic Precession</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\theta$ (radians)</td>
<td>Min -2.3334 e-6</td>
<td>-7.5830 e-7</td>
<td>-1.1757 e-10</td>
<td>-1.1710 e-10</td>
<td>-1.2114 e-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Max 4.6675 e-4</td>
<td>5.3042 e-4</td>
<td>5.5967 e-4</td>
<td>5.3067 e-4</td>
<td>5.3078 e-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Median 2.5830 e-6</td>
<td>6.3333 e-6</td>
<td>6.1543 e-6</td>
<td>6.3360 e-6</td>
<td>6.3367 e-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a$ (km)</td>
<td>Min -0.0000</td>
<td>-0.0000</td>
<td>-0.0000</td>
<td>-0.0000</td>
<td>-0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean 4.8979 e-5</td>
<td>6.1439 e-6</td>
<td>6.1439 e-6</td>
<td>6.1439 e-6</td>
<td>6.1439 e-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e$ (unitless)</td>
<td>Min -1.2613 e-10</td>
<td>-1.3160 e-10</td>
<td>-1.4417 e-10</td>
<td>-1.4400 e-10</td>
<td>-1.4518 e-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean 3.1700 e-8</td>
<td>1.8425 e-7</td>
<td>3.0292 e-7</td>
<td>3.0292 e-7</td>
<td>3.0292 e-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p$ (km)</td>
<td>Min -7.5808 e-6</td>
<td>-7.5808 e-6</td>
<td>5.5957 e-4</td>
<td>5.5957 e-4</td>
<td>5.5957 e-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Max 2.7103 e-5</td>
<td>1.5830 e-4</td>
<td>5.5957 e-4</td>
<td>5.5957 e-4</td>
<td>5.5957 e-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean 3.5812 e-5</td>
<td>2.1166 e-4</td>
<td>5.5957 e-4</td>
<td>5.5957 e-4</td>
<td>5.5957 e-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Omega$ (radians)</td>
<td>Min -7.1054 e-15</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Max 1.6291 e-14</td>
<td>5.3047 e-4</td>
<td>1.3594 e-9</td>
<td>1.3594 e-9</td>
<td>1.3594 e-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean 4.5839 e-15</td>
<td>2.6692 e-4</td>
<td>6.9901 e-10</td>
<td>6.9901 e-10</td>
<td>6.9901 e-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\omega$ (radians)</td>
<td>Min 3.1742 e-6</td>
<td>3.0000</td>
<td>8.6058 e-11</td>
<td>8.6058 e-11</td>
<td>8.6058 e-11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Max 2.8507 e-6</td>
<td>8.4866 e-4</td>
<td>2.6866 e-7</td>
<td>2.6866 e-7</td>
<td>2.6866 e-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean 2.4598 e-6</td>
<td>6.3651 e-4</td>
<td>7.7961 e-4</td>
<td>7.7961 e-4</td>
<td>7.7961 e-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$i$ (radians)</td>
<td>Min -1.0668 e-14</td>
<td>-6.8509 e-8</td>
<td>1.8404 e-13</td>
<td>1.8404 e-13</td>
<td>1.8404 e-13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Max 5.4101 e-15</td>
<td>6.1042 e-8</td>
<td>2.0653 e-11</td>
<td>2.0653 e-11</td>
<td>2.0653 e-11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean -2.0823 e-15</td>
<td>2.3353 e-8</td>
<td>1.0155 e-11</td>
<td>1.0155 e-11</td>
<td>1.0155 e-11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure K.1: Standard Orbit Angular Differences for Spherical Perturbation versus Time

Figure K.2: Standard Orbit Distance Differences for Spherical Perturbation versus Time
Figure K.3: Standard Orbit Angular Differences for Relativistic Oblateness versus Time

Figure K.4: Standard Orbit Distance Differences for Relativistic Oblateness versus Time
Figure K.5: Standard Orbit Angular Differences for Lense-Thirring versus Time

Figure K.6: Standard Orbit Distance Differences for Lense-Thirring versus Time
Figure K.7: Standard Orbit Angular Differences for Rotational Energy versus Time

Figure K.8: Standard Orbit Distance Differences for Rotational Energy versus Time
Figure K.9: Standard Orbit Angular Differences for Geodesic versus Time

Figure K.10: Standard Orbit Distance Differences for Geodesic versus Time
K.2 Specific Force Data

Figures K.11 through K.15 show the specific forces induced by the relativistic perturbations on the standard case orbit. All of the components and the magnitudes do not experience secular variations. This data is summarized in Table K.3, where the minimum, maximum, mean, and median values of the specific force magnitudes are given.

Table K.3: Specific Force Magnitude Data Summary for Standard Case

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Perturbations</th>
<th>Spherical</th>
<th>Lense–Thirring</th>
<th>Relativistic Oblateness</th>
<th>Rotational Energy</th>
<th>Geodesic Precession</th>
<th>Units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Min</td>
<td>3.4830 e-7</td>
<td>4.9138 e-11</td>
<td>1.0676 e-16</td>
<td>2.0945 e-18</td>
<td>1.4906 e-14</td>
<td>m/s^2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max</td>
<td>5.2509 e-12</td>
<td>2.6990 e-9</td>
<td>1.6818 e-14</td>
<td>6.7816 e-16</td>
<td>4.2298 e-14</td>
<td>m/s^2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>1.745 e-12</td>
<td>5.3501 e-10</td>
<td>2.2605 e-15</td>
<td>8.0623 e-15</td>
<td>2.6379 e-14</td>
<td>m/s^2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>9.5935 e-13</td>
<td>1.3613 e-10</td>
<td>2.6582 e-16</td>
<td>6.5495 e-18</td>
<td>2.4894 e-14</td>
<td>m/s^2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure K.11: Standard Orbit Specific Force for Spherical Perturbation versus Time
Figure K.12: Standard Orbit Specific Force for Relativistic Oblateness versus Time

Figure K.13: Standard Orbit Specific Force for Lense-Thirring versus Time
Figure K.14: Standard Orbit Specific Force for Rotational Energy versus Time

Figure K.15: Standard Orbit Specific Force for Geodesic versus Time
Appendix L

Relativistic Perturbation Data for Molniya Case

L.1 Orbital Parameter Data

Figures L.1 to L.10 show the difference plots for the raw orbital parameter data that was generated for the Molniya orbit. This data is summarized in Tables L.1 and L.2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Perturbations</th>
<th>Spherical</th>
<th>Relativistic Oblateness</th>
<th>Lense–Thirring</th>
<th>Rotational Energy</th>
<th>Geodesic Precession</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\theta$</td>
<td>Variation Trend</td>
<td>Sec. with Per. Increasing</td>
<td>Sec. with Per. Increasing</td>
<td>Sec. with Per. Increasing</td>
<td>Sec. with Per. Increasing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a$</td>
<td>Variation Trend</td>
<td>Sec. with Per. Secular</td>
<td>Sec. with Per. Secular</td>
<td>Sec. with Per. Secular</td>
<td>Sec. with Per. Secular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e$</td>
<td>Variation Trend</td>
<td>Sec. with Per. Decreasing</td>
<td>Sec. with Per. Decreasing</td>
<td>Sec. with Per. Decreasing</td>
<td>Sec. with Per. Decreasing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p$</td>
<td>Variation Trend</td>
<td>Sec. with Per. Secular</td>
<td>Sec. with Per. Secular</td>
<td>Sec. with Per. Secular</td>
<td>Sec. with Per. Secular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Omega$</td>
<td>Variation Trend</td>
<td>Indeterminate</td>
<td>Indeterminate</td>
<td>Indeterminate</td>
<td>Indeterminate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\omega$</td>
<td>Variation Trend</td>
<td>Indeterminate</td>
<td>Indeterminate</td>
<td>Indeterminate</td>
<td>Indeterminate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$i$</td>
<td>Variation Trend</td>
<td>Indeterminate</td>
<td>Periodic</td>
<td>$\pi/4$</td>
<td>Indeterminate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Table L.2: COE Statistics for Molniya Orbit Case

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Perturbations</th>
<th>Spherical</th>
<th>Lense–Thirring</th>
<th>Relativistic Oblateness</th>
<th>Rotational Energy</th>
<th>Geodesic Precession</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \theta ) (radians)</td>
<td>Min -8.6194 ( \times 10^{-6} )</td>
<td>-1.9335 ( \times 10^{-7} )</td>
<td>-6.9146 ( \times 10^{-10} )</td>
<td>-6.9007 ( \times 10^{-10} )</td>
<td>-6.9794 ( \times 10^{-10} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max</td>
<td>3.7735 ( \times 10^{-4} )</td>
<td>6.1833 ( \times 10^{-4} )</td>
<td>3.1365 ( \times 10^{-4} )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>1.3240 ( \times 10^{-5} )</td>
<td>2.2215 ( \times 10^{-5} )</td>
<td>2.2215 ( \times 10^{-5} )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>3.5656 ( \times 10^{-6} )</td>
<td>7.7322 ( \times 10^{-6} )</td>
<td>7.7363 ( \times 10^{-6} )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( a ) (km)</td>
<td>Min</td>
<td>-0.0021</td>
<td>-0.0021</td>
<td>2.6056 ( \times 10^{-4} )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max</td>
<td>2.6056 ( \times 10^{-4} )</td>
<td>3.9057 ( \times 10^{-5} )</td>
<td>3.9055 ( \times 10^{-5} )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>-7.8235 ( \times 10^{-5} )</td>
<td>2.2210 ( \times 10^{-5} )</td>
<td>2.2215 ( \times 10^{-5} )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>-7.8279 ( \times 10^{-5} )</td>
<td>7.7322 ( \times 10^{-5} )</td>
<td>7.7363 ( \times 10^{-5} )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( e ) (unitless)</td>
<td>Min -8.3166 ( \times 10^{-9} )</td>
<td>-1.0842 ( \times 10^{-8} )</td>
<td>-8.5419 ( \times 10^{-9} )</td>
<td>-8.5457 ( \times 10^{-9} )</td>
<td>-8.5538 ( \times 10^{-9} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max</td>
<td>2.8121 ( \times 10^{-9} )</td>
<td>5.1263 ( \times 10^{-8} )</td>
<td>4.6596 ( \times 10^{-10} )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>-1.7180 ( \times 10^{-9} )</td>
<td>3.9139 ( \times 10^{-9} )</td>
<td>3.9056 ( \times 10^{-10} )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>-1.7164 ( \times 10^{-9} )</td>
<td>4.3742 ( \times 10^{-9} )</td>
<td>4.3763 ( \times 10^{-9} )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( p ) (km)</td>
<td>Min</td>
<td>-7.4606 ( \times 10^{-4} )</td>
<td>-0.0027</td>
<td>-7.6181 ( \times 10^{-4} )</td>
<td>-7.6187 ( \times 10^{-4} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max</td>
<td>6.2481 ( \times 10^{-5} )</td>
<td>1.0229 ( \times 10^{-4} )</td>
<td>1.7730 ( \times 10^{-5} )</td>
<td>1.7720 ( \times 10^{-5} )</td>
<td>1.7698 ( \times 10^{-5} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>-3.3500 ( \times 10^{-4} )</td>
<td>-0.0020</td>
<td>-3.7431 ( \times 10^{-4} )</td>
<td>-3.7431 ( \times 10^{-4} )</td>
<td>-3.7431 ( \times 10^{-4} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>-3.3485 ( \times 10^{-4} )</td>
<td>-0.0021</td>
<td>-3.7430 ( \times 10^{-4} )</td>
<td>-3.7430 ( \times 10^{-4} )</td>
<td>-3.7430 ( \times 10^{-4} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \Omega ) (radians)</td>
<td>Min</td>
<td>-6.2832</td>
<td>-6.2832</td>
<td>-6.2832</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>-3.1719</td>
<td>-0.0021</td>
<td>-3.1719</td>
<td>-3.1719</td>
<td>-3.1719</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \omega ) (radians)</td>
<td>Min</td>
<td>-6.2832</td>
<td>-1.0872 ( \times 10^{-6} )</td>
<td>-6.2832</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>-3.1711</td>
<td>-0.0021</td>
<td>-3.1711</td>
<td>-3.1711</td>
<td>-3.1711</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( i ) (radians)</td>
<td>Min</td>
<td>-3.3307 ( \times 10^{-15} )</td>
<td>-4.1482 ( \times 10^{-8} )</td>
<td>-5.0848 ( \times 10^{-14} )</td>
<td>-1.2434 ( \times 10^{-14} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max</td>
<td>2.6635 ( \times 10^{-15} )</td>
<td>1.2713 ( \times 10^{-8} )</td>
<td>1.5896 ( \times 10^{-13} )</td>
<td>1.5896 ( \times 10^{-13} )</td>
<td>1.5896 ( \times 10^{-13} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>-3.3307 ( \times 10^{-15} )</td>
<td>2.2192 ( \times 10^{-13} )</td>
<td>2.2190 ( \times 10^{-13} )</td>
<td>2.2190 ( \times 10^{-13} )</td>
<td>2.2190 ( \times 10^{-13} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>1.2713 ( \times 10^{-8} )</td>
<td>2.2190 ( \times 10^{-13} )</td>
<td>2.2190 ( \times 10^{-13} )</td>
<td>2.2190 ( \times 10^{-13} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure L.1: Molniya Orbit Angular Differences for Spherical Perturbation versus Time

Figure L.2: Molniya Orbit Distance Differences for Spherical Perturbation versus Time
Figure L.3: Molniya Orbit Angular Differences for Relativistic Oblateness versus Time

Figure L.4: Molniya Orbit Distance Differences for Relativistic Oblateness versus Time
Figure L.5: Molniya Orbit Angular Differences for Lense-Thirring versus Time

Figure L.6: Molniya Orbit Distance Differences for Lense-Thirring versus Time
Figure L.7: Molniya Orbit Angular Differences for Rotational Energy versus Time

Figure L.8: Molniya Orbit Distance Differences for Rotational Energy versus Time
Figure L.9: Molniya Orbit Angular Differences for Geodesic versus Time

Figure L.10: Molniya Orbit Distance Differences for Geodesic versus Time
L.2 Specific Force Data

The graphical data shown in Figures L.11 through L.15 are the specific forces that arise from the relativistic perturbations being applied to the Molniya orbit. The minimum, maximum, mean, and median values of these specific forces has been given in Table L.3 for ease of comparison.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Perturbations</th>
<th>Spherical</th>
<th>Lense–Thirring</th>
<th>Relativistic Oblateness</th>
<th>Rotational Energy</th>
<th>Geodesic Precession</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Max</td>
<td>5.2480 e-12</td>
<td>2.005 e-9</td>
<td>1.8775 e-14</td>
<td>4.1027 e-16</td>
<td>3.4849 e-14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>6.1399 e-13</td>
<td>1.4957 e-10</td>
<td>8.5347 e-16</td>
<td>1.7590 e-17</td>
<td>1.5058 e-14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>9.6261 e-14</td>
<td>2.8797 e-12</td>
<td>3.6663 e-18</td>
<td>4.1475 e-20</td>
<td>1.3299 e-14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure L.11: Molniya Orbit Specific Force for Spherical Perturbation versus Time
Figure L.12: Molniya Orbit Specific Force for Relativistic Oblateness versus Time

Figure L.13: Molniya Orbit Specific Force for Lense-Thirring versus Time
Figure L.14: Molniya Orbit Specific Force for Rotational Energy versus Time

Figure L.15: Molniya Orbit Specific Force for Geodesic versus Time
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